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SUMMARY

TFaNS is the Tone Fan Noise Design/Prediction System developed by Pratt & Whitney under contract
to NASA Lewis. The purpose of this system is to predict tone noise emanating from a fan stage

including the effects of reflection and transmission by the rotor and stator and by the duct inlet and

nozzle. These effects have been added to an existing annular duct/isolated stator noise prediction

capability.

The underlying concept for the system was presented in Reference 1 with application to cascades in
2-dimensional channels. TFaNS extends this to annular geometry with duct terminations and

radiation to the far-field via the following scheme: '_coustic elements" (e.g. the inlet, the rotor, the

stator, and the nozzle) are first analyzed in isolation to determine their modal reflection and

transmission coefficients (including frequency scattering in the case of the rotor). Then the elements
are coupled as a linear system via the duct eigenmodes at "interface planes" separating the elements.

The linear system is solved to find a "state vector" of mode amplitudes at the interface planes. The

"state vector" then is used to compute upstream and downstream modal sound powers and the sound

pressure directivities in the outside field.

TFaNS consists of:

• The codes that compute the acoustic properties (reflection and transmission coefficients) of the
various elements and writes them to Acoustic Properties Files,

• CUP3D: Fan Noise Coupling Code that reads these files, solves the coupling equations, and

outputs the desired noise predictions,

• AWAKEN: CFD/Measured Wake Postprocessor which reformats CFD wake predictions and/or
measured wake data so they can be used by the system to predict noise.

Acoustic properties can be computed from a variety of codes other than those presently in TFaNS.

For example, rotor and stator reflection and transmission are currently being computed from a
classical, uniform axial flow model with solid body swirl. However, more sophisticated codes (e.g.

linearized Euler codes) are anticipated for future application. CUP3D has been written in a general

form so that acoustic properties from a variety of codes can be handled. To accomplish this, a standard
file format for acoustic properties has been developed and must be followed.

This document provides technical background for TFaNS including the organization of the system and

CUP3D technical documentation. This document also provides information for code developers who

must write Acoustic Properties Files in the CUP3D format.

As described on page 3, technical documentation of the other TFaNS codes may be found in
References 2 to 7. The TFaNS user's manual may be found in Reference 8. Evaluation of the system

may be found in Reference 9.



1. INTRODUCTION

The TFaNS coupling and noise prediction scheme is explained conceptually with reference to
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: TFaNS Coupling and Noise Prediction Scheme

The fan stage is divided by three interface planes into four acoustic elements (inlet, rotor, stator, and

nozzle). State vector, A, is in three sections, ,41,/12 and.4J, whose elements are modal amplitudes that

will be defined in a later section. Source vector, B, has the same structure. B is prescribed
(corresponding, for example, to the output of a stator due to rotor wake input in an uncoupled

environment) and/1 is to be found as a function orB by solving the linear system equations.

Coupling of the elements at the interface planes is specified in terms of the scattering matrix, S, which

is built up from modal reflection and transmission coefficients. In condensed form, the system
equations are represented by

a = s/1+ B (1)

which is to say that the state vector elements are the sum of the parts from scattering, SA, and directly
from the source, B. These equations are solved formally by

/1 = (] - s)-_B (2)



Two major forms of noise output are computed from the state vector:

• Upstream and downstream propagating sound power level are computed from
A on a mode-by-mode basis. Power is calculated just upstream and just

downstream of the noise source (defined in Figure 1 by interface plane 1
upstream, and interface plane 3 downstream).

• Outside far-field directivity is computed from the elements of A. In this case,
far-field directivity shapes are computed by the radiation codes with unit

amplitude input and stored as part of the acoustic properties files. These

directivities are then multiplied by A to get the far-field sound pressure level

directivity.

TFaNS (Version 1.4) consists of the following computer codes:

• CUP3D: Fan Noise Coupling Code Version 2.1 (Section 3., Appendices I to IV)

• SOURCE3D: Rotor Wake/Stator Interaction Code Version 2.5 (Reference 2)

• Eversman Inlet Radiation code Version 3.0 (References 3, 4, 5 and Appendix V)

• Eversman Aft Radiation code Version 3.1 (References 4, 5, 6 and Appendix V)

• AWAKEN: CFD/Measured Wake Postprocessor Version 1.0 (Reference 7)

The following sections present the organization of TFaNS, the technical background behind the
CUP3D code, and the information necessary to write an Acoustic Properties File. The first part of

the document discusses the TFaNS organization. Then the technical documentation for CUP3D is

presented. This includes background on the coupling system, state vector conventions, definitions of
the reflection and transmission coefficients (scattering coefficients) in terms of the state vector, and

the calculation of far-field directivities and mode power levels. Appendix I presents the information

necessary to create Acoustic Properties Files. Changes made to the Eversman inlet and aft radiation
codes to make them part of TFaNS are also presented in Appendix V.



2. GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF TFaNS

The organization of TFaNS is illustrated in Figure 2. This figure identifies the codes which comprise
the system and how they interact with each other.

The central portion of the system is the CUP3D Fan Noise Coupling Code. This code reads Acoustic

Properties Files which contain scattering (transmission and reflection) coefficients from other codes

along with far-field directivity shapes and source vector information (e.g. noise from rotor

wake/stator interaction). This information is used to form a system of linear equations which permit

acoustic elements to reflect and transmit to each other. A System File is also input which determines

the organization of the acoustic elements. Output from this code includes far-field directivities along
with inlet and aft power levels.
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I Inlet Radiation I
Acoustic

Properties File

AWAKENCFD/Measured Wake Postprocessor
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(with CFD or Measured Wakes)
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Wake�Turbulence
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Aft Radiation Code
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Acoustic
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I cuP3oFan Noise Coupling Code System File

L
Power Levels

/
Far Field Directivities

Figure 2: Organization of TFaNS Version 1.4

The SOURCE3D Rotor Wake/Stator Interaction Code is a significantly extended and improved

version of the V072 Rotor Wake/Stator Interaction Code (Reference 10, 11 and 12). It has two
functions within TFaNS: firstly, it calculates tone noise from a rotor wake/FEGV interaction and,

secondly, it determines the scattering coefficients for the rotor and stator then outputs them to rotor
and stator acoustic properties files (Figure 2) for use by CUP3D. This code can either use its own

internal semi-empirical wake model, or it can use CFD or measured wakes processed through the
AWAKEN CFD/Measured Wake Postprocessor.

The AWAKEN CFD/Measured Wake Postprocessor creates a SOURCE3D input file which contains

upwash wake harmonic amplitudes calculated from CFD predictions or measured velocity data. CFD
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or measuredvelocity informationis obtainedfrom the Acoustic Wake/Turbulence File which is

generated either by a CFD code (or postprocessor) or during a engine/rig test program.

The Eversman inlet and aft radiation codes are run if far-field directivities are required. These codes
comprise three "modules". The first module creates a finite element mesh for the calculation. The

second module calculates the potential steady flow field. Finally a radiation module, modified to

interface with TFaNS (see Appendix V), is used to complete the potential steady flow calculation for
a given duct flow condition and calculate the far field radiation and scattering coefficients for a

specified number of blade passing frequency (BPF) harmonics on a mode-by-mode basis.



3. CUP3D FAN NOISE COUPLING CODE

3.1 GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF CUP3D

The CUP3D Fan Noise Coupling Code is the final link in the TFaNS Tone Fan Noise design/prediction

System. Output files from isolated elements are used by CUP3D to "couple" the elements thus
accounting for reflection and transmission of acoustic and vorticity waves throughout the system.

Inlet Rotor Stator Aft
Acoustic Acoustic Acoustic Acoustic

Properties File Properties File Properties File Properties File

System File

Figure 3: CUP3D File Organization

Acoustic Elements (or Regions)

_"_ lnterface Planes

Figure 4: CUP3D Geometry and Terminology



Figure 3 is a block diagram showing the files required by CUP3D. First, codes such as an inlet
radiation code, rotor code, stator code, and aft radiation code are run. These codes create Acoustic

Properties Files which contain all the acoustic information about an acoustic element. The

information may include geometry and performance, harmonic and mode numbers, scattering

coefficients, source vector coefficients and far-field directivity shapes. Acoustic Properties Files can

be output for any rotor, stator or radiation code. These Acoustic Properties Files and a user generated
System File are then input into CUP3D. The System File contains information on how the various

acoustic elements will be organized to form the total acoustic system. An example of an acoustic

system is shown in Figure 4.

Information about the terminology and geometry used by CUP3D is given in Figure 4. The present

system can be organized with up to four acoustic elements (or regions). These elements are classified

by any of four types: inlet radiation, rotor, stator, and aft radiation. The number and types of elements
used may vary from case to case. However, if radiation elements are not used, they must be replaced

by non-reflecting regions which act to propagate the noise away from the system. Output from
CUP3D includes inlet and aft mode and total power levels and far-field directivities.

Each acoustic element is bounded by interface planes. Rotor and stator acoustic elements are
bounded by two interface planes. Inlet and aft radiation acoustic elements are bounded by one

interface plane and the far-field. These boundaries are non-reflecting and permit waves to be sent
into an acoustic element one at a time. Reflection and transmission scattering coefficients can then
be calculated.

3.2 STATE VECTOR AND COUPLING COEFFICIENT CONVENTIONS

Reference 1 discusses in detail the physics of mode scattering in two dimensional flow. The purpose
of this section is to present the equations needed to create scattering coefficients and source vector
coefficients for the CUP3D code which handles information in three dimensions. This section is

presented for the benefit of the source or radiation code developer who may need to create an
Acoustic Properties File.

"Coupling coefficient" is the collective term which refers to reflection and transmission coefficients.

These are the matrix elements in the scattering matrix, S, that specify how any mode input to an
acoustic element is transmitted and reflected and scatters into other modes. Since these coefficients

are defined in terms of state vector elements, or modal amplitudes, the modal representation is

specified first in this section. Then the coupling coefficients are defined in terms of them.

Figure 5 shows the coordinate systems for CUP3D. Inside the engine the coordinate system is a
cylindrical (r, q_,x) right handed system where x is positive in the downstream direction. The far-field

uses a polar coordinate system (R, 0, 0) where 0 is zero in front of the inlet.

As in Reference 1, the flow perturbations are represented by a series of pressure and vorticity waves.

In general, the wave types, W, which are scattered by an acoustic element are affected by the type of
flow through the duct. CUP3D uses a general set of modes based on whatever flow conditions are

assumed at the interface planes (e.g. Reference 14). Though much of this report is written assuming

a specific set of modes (given below), CUP3D is not limited to this set of modes. One exception: Sound
power in CUP3D is presently computed using a specific set of acoustic modes. This calculation may
be generalized in later code versions.
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Figure 5: CUP3D Coordinate Systems

Thus, for the purposes of the present TFaNS system, consider a constant area annular duct with a

uniform axial flow and swirl which takes the form of solid body swirl (i.e. Vo = Fr). For this more

limited case the wave types are:

W = 1 Upstream going pressure wave
W = 2 Downstream going pressure wave

W = 3 Vorticity wave 1 (downstream only) "no-w "vorticity wave
W = 4 Vorticity wave 2 (downstream only) "no-u" vorticity wave

It should be noted that while the above more limited wave set is used by the present version of TFaNS,

CUP3D can handle a more general set of modes by adjusting the number of wave types, so long as
CUP3D uses the same set of wave types for all acoustic elements.

We will now discuss how the above more limited wave set is represented in the present version of
TFaNS. The concepts presented below also apply to CUP3D with a more general set of modes.

3.2.1 State Vector Conventions

The acoustic pressure modes for coupling are of the general form:

_ m_(r)ei( m4_+_,a_x -nBat ) (3)

Where:

m

B

V

X

= mode eigenfunction

= harmonic of blade passing frequency
= circumferential mode order = nB - kV

= number of rotor blades
= number ofstator vanes
= radial mode order

= axial wavenumber normalized by the duct radius

= x in Figure 5 but normalized by the duct radius.



The full expression for perturbation pressure for a given wave type at any interface plane, P, (such as

upstream going or downstream going waves) is;

p_v(x,r, dp,t) = p® _ _ _ A_ _0_,,_ (r)ei[r'uP+_*w,_(x-xew)-_at]

n=-t_ k=- _/z=O

(4)

The "no-w" vorticity waves have no radial ("w") velocity component. The defining velocity

component for this wave is in the axial direction and takes the form:

ul_(r,_,x,t) =c® Z Z _Al_nk_U3_(r)ei[ m_+_(x-x_')-nBat]

n=-_k=-*o#=O

(5)

The "no-u" vorticity waves (vorticity with no axial velocity component) are defined with the velocity

component in the radial direction:

co . ,,p

wP4(r,_p,x,t) =c_ _ Z _AP4,a_uWa,,(r)eZ[ rac+_'"_(x-x#)-nB#]

n=-_k= - _/t=O

(6)

For coupling purposes these equations are assumed to be valid in the vicinity of each coupling plane,

P. In these equations all lengths are normalized by the duct radius, ra. The perturbation pressure mode

amplitudes, A_,,a _, are normalized by the far-field static pressure, p_ (W= 1 or 2). The perturbation

velocity for the vorticity modes (W= 3 or 4) are normalized by the far-field acoustic speed, coo. The
acoustic pressure, p, has the same dimensions aspoo. The velocities, u or w, have the dimensions as

coo. The index n counts harmonics of blade passing frequency, m is the circumferential mode order,
and/a is the radial mode index. The superscript, P, denotes the interface plane where this equation

is being applied. The subscript, W, denotes the wave type.

An example of the waves associated with an interface plane is shown in Figure 6 for an isolated stator

element. Consistent with Figure 1 where interface planes are numbered from inlet to aft, interface

plane 2 represents the interface plane between the rotor and stator acoustic elements. The interface
between the stator element and aft radiation element is plane 3. Note that the elements of the state

vector, Aw,_,_' shown in this figure have a superscript which denotes the interface plane, P, and a

subscript which denotes the wave type, W. The source vector elements, B, are the mode amplitudes
resulting from a prescribed input (such the response of a stator to an incoming wake).

Interface Plane 2 Interface Plane 3

Source Pressure WaveB 2 _ [

I
Scattered Pressure WaveA 2 ._.---1
lncoming Pressure WaveA 22

Incoming Vorticity WaveA 2 _ I

Incoming Vorticity WaveA _ I

Source Pressure Wave

Source Vorticity Wave

Source Vorticity Wave

Incoming Pressure Wave
Scattered Pressure Wave

Scattered Vorticity Wave

Scattered Vorticity Wave

Figure 6: Mode Scattering through an lsolated Stator



To prevent the amplitudes of decaying waves from becoming too large, the axial origin of Equations

(4) to (6), x_m varies with interface plane and wave type. For a given acoustic element (e.g. Figure 6),

the origin for each wave type is where each wave exits an acoustic element. For example, in Figure 6,

the upstream pressure waves, A x2,have their origins at interface plane 2 since the upstream pressure

wave emerges from the element at interface plane 2. Note that A 2, for example, is a compressed

notation collecting all of the state vector elements, A 12nku.

Since Equation (4) is the modal representations of acoustic pressure in an annular duct, a form for
the mode eigenfunction, % must be specified. Reference 11 uses the form below for the mode

eigenfunctions for an annular duct with a mean axial flow. These mode eigenfunctions were originally
developed by Tyler and Sofa-in (Reference 13) and take the form:

_pmu(r) = CmuJmu(r, mur) + DmuYm_(Tcmur) (7)

where Crnu and Dmu are constants determined by boundary conditions at the duct wails. For this case

rmu is the mode eigenvalue and the mode eigenfunction is 7_muwhere these modes are normalized

so that the maximum value of the mode eigenfunction is always a positive one (i.e. _Pmax = +1). The
..e

axial wavenumber non-dimensionalized by ra, Yw, acu, is therefore found to be:

,,P -- mx(nBmt) :_ ¢(?lBmt) 2 -(1 - m_x){Kn,_} 2

= 1 - (s)

where upstream pressure waves (W = 1) use the upper sign and downstream pressure waves (W = 2)
use the lower sign. If Equations (7) and (8) are modified with a kinematic transformation to include

solid body swirl (as in Reference 2), then Equation (7) does not change. Only Equation (8) changes
to become:

- Mx(nBMt - mMs) :t:

Y 1,2nk4a =

¢(nBMt- raMs) 2- (1 - M_x){_Cmu}2
(9)

where Ms = Swirl Mach Number at the fan tip.

In the present version of TFaNS (see Reference 2), the "no-w" vorticity wave radial mode function,
U3, from Equation (5) is formulated as a series of cosine waves:

(10)= .1
To prevent this mode function from becoming infinite when m = 0 in TFaNS, the radial mode function
in TFaNS uses the form:

mU3u=mcos{#:rr(r- rh)
/

Likewise the "no-u" vorticity wave radial mode function takes on the form:

m cosf/Uzt( r -rh)_

mW4u(r ) = r_ d k Td'---'rh ]

(11)

(12)
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The axial wave numbers (non- dimensionalized by rd) associated these waves are:

A' ,,.e nBMt - mMs (13)
Y3nku = Y4nk_ = Mx

which corresponds to pure convection of the waves.

The mode eigenfunctions presented in Equations (7), (9), (11), and (13) are presently used by the

SOURCE3D source code (Reference 2) as part of the TFaNS Tone FAn Noise design/prediction
System. The radiation codes utilize Equations (7) and (8) since flow in the inlet and nozzle is swirl

free. Kousen (Reference 14) developed modes which include arbitrary shear and swirl flows. In the
future, these modes, or modes like them, will be utilized in a version of the CUP3D code.

CUP3D assumes that all pressure mode eigenfunctions, no matter how they are formulated, are

consistent with Equation (4). CUP3D also assumes that all vorticity modes are consistent with

Equations (5) and (6). In addition all pressure and vorticity modes are normalized so that the
maximum value of the mode eigenfunction is always a positive one (i.e. lPmax = +1). Thus, CUP3D

is presently capable of accepting other modes (e.g. Reference 14) assuming that the number of wave

types, W, is finite and a counting system for the wave types can be consistent for all acoustic property

files entering CUP3D.

3.2.2 Scattering Coefficient Conventions

The explanation of the "Kinematics of Modal Scattering" in Reference 1 discusses how modes may
be scattered into other wave types. Briefly in the CUP3D code:

Inlets and Nozzles: n, k, p _ n, k, #'
Stators n, k,/_ _ n, k"/z'

Rotors n, k;/z _n" k;/z'

The arrow means "is scattered into" so that for example for a stator, an (n, k,/_) mode is scattered into

a (n, k', _') mode. Therefore stators scatter on circumferential order via k and radial mode order,/_.

However, they do not scatter on frequency so that for stators n does not scatter into n'. However,
rotors are seen to scatter on harmonic via n and radial mode order,/_, while not scattering on k.

Scattering Coefficients, $, represent the transmission and reflection of waves by an acoustic element.
An example of mode scattering is shown in Figure 6 for an isolated stator element. This figure was

discussed in detail in the previous section. Waves entering the stator acoustic element in this example

are scattered into other waves by the element and then output. For example, the A_ wave can be

scattered into the A 2 wave per the notation in Reference I by:

A 2 _._ q22 zt2 (14)
lnk'/_' _' 12nk'/_ ';nkff * 2nk_u

This is the expression for one of the modes (n, k;/_) being scattered by this acoustic element into the
mode (n, k',/z'). All other modes are scattered as well within the rules for wave scattering given above
earlier in this section.

Note that when mode scattering occurs on harmonic (for a rotor element), noise is scattered into both

positive and negative harmonics (i.e. -oo < n' < oo). Thus a positive harmonic, n, may scatter into

a negative harmonic, n'. This must be taken into account in the scattering matrix output.

For the purpose of completeness, the total set of equations for a coupled system of inlet radiation,
rotor, stator, and aft radiation is given by the matrix equation below. This is the same as Figure 4 in

Reference 1 except for an additional vorticity wave type. Dots indicate blocks of zeros.

11
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EachSvMueincludes all harmonics(both positweand negative),and cffcumferenfiMand radiMmode
orders.

As discussed earlier, this equation can also be represented in a condensed form by Equation 15 in
Reference 1:

A = SA + B (16)

Where:

A = State VectorArray

S = Scattering Matrix
B = Source VectorArray

Equations (4) to (6) suggest that all modes and harmonics are being considered in the calculation.
However, solution of Equation (15), requires the truncation of the series for a finite size matrix. This

is partly justified by the fact that acoustic modes are "cut off" above a certain mode order. For the

acoustic modes given by Equation (7) and Equation (8) cutoff occurs when the the term under the
square root sign in Equation (8) becomes negative, i.e.

(nBM,) 2- (1 - M_Z){rmu}2 < 0 (17)

12



Another way of expressing "cut off" is via the cutoff ratio, _, which indicates cut off when _ < 1. For
modes in a constant area annular duct with a mean axial flow:

nBMt [ (18)

Likewise for Equation (9):

(19)

For the purposes of CUP3D, all the cuton modes up to some sound harmonic, n, should be included

in the Acoustic Properties File. In addition, a certain number of cutoff modes should be included.
The issue of how many modes are actually required, however, will be the subject of further study.

Therefore Equation (4) becomes:

p_x,r,q_,t) = p® 2 2 2 "'Wnk_v'Wrr_uv'" (20)
n = - NHT k _- KMIN #=0

Where:

NHT = number of harmonics being run.
KMIN = minimum value of k being run (different for each harmonic)

KMAX = maximum value of k being run (different for each harmonic)
MUMAX = maximum value of l_ (different for each harmonic and k-value).

For vorticity waves Equation (13) indicates that there is no cutoff. This creates a question of how many

vorticity waves are required for the solution. In the present system, the, (n, k,#), modes are used for

pressure and vorticity waves. However, this issue will need to be investigated in the future. Also in

the present SOURCE3D code (Reference 2) only the "no-u" vorticity wave are defined. Thus the

Equation (5) becomes:

,,P p
NHT KMAX MUMAXAp tr t,,,,i[m_*73,a,_(x-x3) -nBf2t ] (21)

u_(r,O,x,t)=c_ 2 2 2 "_3nku" 3_W"

n=-NHTkffiKMIN /_=0

It should be noted, these Fourier series includes both positive and negative harmonics. For cases

where tones are not being scattered on harmonic (i.e. for stators and inlet and aft radiation), only the
positive harmonics need to be used. This is because the negative harmonics are the complex

conjugates of the positive harmonics. However, for rotor scattering, n' must include both the positive
and negative harmonics. Thus the scattering coefficients for the various types of elements take on the
form:

Inlet Radiation: n > 0, n' > 0: P' _.. ¢P'P A P
A W nk _, _"l,P Wnk#.c_" " Wnk_ (22)

P' .__ ¢_"/' Ae (23)Rotor: n > 0, -NHT< n' < NHT: Amn,k_, omW,,,k_,.,_,.W,a, _

Stator: n > 0, n' > 0: P' _ ce'p Ae (24)A W'nk'g' _Wnk'g'-C_q_" _Wnk_

P' ,_.. ¢/"1' ae (25)Aft Radiation: n > O, n' > 0: Aw,,a_u, _,W,Wnku,.c_,_W,a_
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Theseexpressionsshouldbeusedin formulatingthescatteringcoefficientsfor CUP3D. Scattering
coefficientsarefoundbyinputtingaunitvaluefor A_,nk _ and determining how much is reflected and

transmitted through the element including all pressure waves and vorticity waves. Thus by setting
t'

Awn _ = 1.0 + iO.O and finding A e' S e'e by using expressions (22)W,n,k,lt, , we can determine grwn,k,_,_,

through (25).

The source vector elements, eBw, a_.,, are the mode amplitudes resulting from a prescribed outside

influence such as a rotor wake interacting with a stator vane. B is defined by equations (20) and (21)

with A w,_k_ereplaced by Bewnk.
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3.3 REMOVING NEGATIVE HARMONICS FROM CUP3D

The purpose of this section is to reduce the size of the scattering matrix, S, in Equations (15) and (16),
by eliminating the need to use negative harmonics in the calculation. The end of the previous section

pointed out the need to include both positive and negative harmonics in Equation (20). However, for

fan tones, the negative harmonics are complex conjugates of the positive harmonics. This is the basis
for the removal of negative harmonics from the calculation. One exception to this as pointed out in

the previous section, is that the rotor can scatter modes with positive harmonics into modes with
p'p

negative harmonics. This is shown in Equation (23) where Sw, wn,_,.,,,_ can have the n'th harmonic

scatter into the n'th negative harmonic. This aspect of the problem will be included in the discussion
below.

We begin with Equation (15) and rewrite it so as to separate the positive harmonics (denoted by a "+"
superscript) from the negative harmonics (denoted by a "-" superscript) so that:

(26)

Note that in this equation a scattering coefficient such as S- + denotes a positive harmonic, n,

scattering into a negative harmonic, n', as is found in a rotor.

It can be shown that fn-st line in Equation (26) is the complex conjugate of the second line in Equation
(26). Consequently only one of these lines is needed to calculate a solution. Thus we can use the
second line:

A + = S+-A - + S++A + + B + (27)

Note that aU the terms in this equation include only positive harmonic except the term S + -A -. Also
note that:

S +- ={S -+} andA- ={,4+} (28)

so that

A+= {s-+}_a+}+ s++A÷+B+ (29)

Expanding Equation (29) into real and imaginary parts and separating the real parts and imaginary
parts of the equation, we get:

r,,,,++-i
sz+ ] +L .! (30)

The R subscript denotes the real part of the variable whereas the subscript,/, denotes the imaginary
part. Note that in this equation only positive harmonics of BPF are needed as input waves. Also only

a rotor will create S- + coefficients because only a rotor scatters on harmonic. CUP3D uses Equation

(30) in its calculation of the state vector, A.
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3.4 CALCULATION OF POWER LEVELS & FAR-FIELD DIRECTIVITIES

19/
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x

Figure 7: Calculation of Far-FieM Noise From State Vector

Power levels and far-field directivities are computed from state vector elements at interface planes

just upstream and just downstream of the noise source. To illustrate the application of this

computation, the geometry of Figure 1 is utilized. However, CUP3D is not limited to this geometry.
For the geometry of Figure 1, plane 1 is the upstream interface plane just in front of the fan and plane

3 is the downstream interface plane just aft of the FEGV. Figure 7 shows only the items directly

related to the power level and far-field calculations. The state vector elements in Figure 7 are

denoted by A ] for the upstream pressure waves and A23 for the downstream pressure waves.

Sound power can be calculated in concept using the equation form below:

Inlet Power Level, ll I - _ll_[P,] Aft Power Level, I-t32-- ]A3[2[pA] (31)

where/)i and PA denote inlet and aft power level multiplication factors, respectively.

Likewise, far-field pressure directivities can be calculated in concept by applying the equation form
below:

Inlet Pressure Directivity, Pn -- [A]][Dt] Aft Pressure Directivity, Pn -- [A3][Da] (32)

where D! and DA are the inlet and aft far-field directivity shapes (based on unit input), respectively.

The sections which follow will discuss the detailed sound power level and far-field directivity
equations. Derivations for sound power may be found in Appendix II and derivations for far-field
pressure directivities may be found in Appendix IV.
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3.4.1 Power Level Calculation

For purposes of the power level calculation only, the following assumptions are made in the vicinity
of the interface planes where the calculation is taking place:

• Locally constant area annular duct,

• Locally uniform axial flow.

As a result, for the sound power calculation, the standard Tyler/Sofrin modes (Reference 13) are being

used. A more complicated formulation may be developed in the future. Appendices II and III go into

further detail on the equations below.

From Equation (31) and Appendix II, upstream and downstream sound power take on the form:

^e 12or
TIw._ = _. w,a,ul - w,a_u (33)

,,P

where Hw, a_, is the non-dimensional sound power for each acoustic mode and harmonic of blade

passing frequency (BPF). This form of the power is non-dimensionalized by p.c®(2ra) 2 or

p. 2. pA w,a_ is a state vector element where, for the example in Figure 7, P = 1, W = 1

for upstream pressure waves, and P = 3, W = 2 for downstream pressure waves. The power level
e

multiplication factor, Pw, aq_, is given by:

i i2 P Crn_+ M_, w,a,_ + M:,p + M:,p R w,a_, (34)

where the axial Mach Number at plane P, Mxe, is positive downstream and:

^e Ywn_

Rwnku = _/nBMte M "P- _w,_)

(35)

,,P

Yw,a_uis the axial wavenumber as given by Equation (8) but repeated here as:

.,e - MxenBMte_ _/(nBMte) 2 - (1- M_xe){Tcmu}2

Yw._ = 1 - M_xe

C,r_u is the radial integral which includes modes of the form given by Equation (7) such that:

1

I V2_,rdr = C,,,.
G

(36)

(37)
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where r is the radius non-dimensionalized by rd. Using the assumptions above, Cmu can be integrated
analytically (see Equation (III.13) in Appendix III) as:

(38)

where _pmu(_mu)and _pmu(gmua)are the tip and hub mode eigenfunction values respectively. Note that

each mode eigenfunction, % is normalized such that Wmax = +1.

The total harmonic sound power level is the sum of the modal powers:

^P +® _ 2

2 Z_ 4e [ e (39)I1wn = wnku P wnku
k= - _1_=0

To redimensionalize this non-dimensional power multiply by: p® _ (2rd) 2. The units in the

CUP3D code are: (Ibf/in2)(ft/sec)(in 2) = ft-lbf/sec. To convert to Watts, multiply by 1.3558. Then
to calculate sound power level, reference this power to 10 -12 Watts. This is shown as:

Sound Power = 10 log[ 10 - 12 Watts
)]

ft-lbl/sec
(40)

Where Ra = (53.35 ft lbf/0R lbm)(32.174 Ibm ft/sec 2 lbf) = 1716.5 ft2/sec 2 OR and 7a = 1.4. Note that

Pc<, is in lbf/in 2, Too is in OR and rd is in inches.

3.4.2 Far-Field Directivity Calculation

The purpose of this section is to present the equations used by CUP3D to calculate far-field
directivities using the state vector solution (i.e. mode amplitudes) from CUP3D. A derivation of these

equations may be found in Appendix 1_. Appendix V documents the changes which were needed to
the Eversman inlet and aft radiation codes to make them compatible with CUP3D. Appendix V

provides an example of how the radiation equations in this section are applied to actual radiation

codes so they can interface with CUP3D.

The CUP3D code has been formulated to permit multiple upstream or downstream pressure wave

types to exist in the duct. This is done in order to accommodate mode sets such as those in Reference
14. Modes in Reference 14 are formulated in radially dependent axial and swirl flows and are

therefore more general than the modes we are currently using in TFaNS. The equations below for

far-field directivities apply to these more general modes thus allowing them to be included in the
far-field solution.
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Tocalculatethefar-field directivitytwoparametersarerequired:

1. Thesolutionto thestatevector,Aw_,P at the interface plane where a radiation acoustic element

is connected to the noise source.

. Directivity shapes for each propagating pressure wave type and mode from an inlet radiation

calculation, Diwnl_u(R, O) and an aft radiation calculation, D A w,aq,(R, 0). These are determined

by inputting unit waves into a radiation code and then having the radiation code calculate
far-field directivities.

The following far-field pressure directivities are calculated by CUP3D:

• Total far-field sound pressure level (SPL) directivity for each harmonic

• Inlet SPL directivity for each harmonic

• Aft SPL directivity for each harmonic

• Inlet, aft and total SPL directivities for each circumferential mode order at each

harmonic (summed over all radial mode orders)

• Inlet, aft and total SPL directivities for each circumferential and radial mode
order at each harmonic

To calculate far-field directivities, start with Equation (IV.24) from Appendix IV, which calculates the

total far-field pressure directivity for each BPF harmonic:

2 ie.(R.o) = + ,SpA, (41)

/_--I

This equation gives the root mean square of the total harmonic pressure pattern averaged
circumferentially. Circumferential averaging is required so that the azimuthal location of noise

measurement relative to a circumferential origin on the engine is not needed to perform the
calculation. Multiple circumferential mode orders will cause azimuthal variations in the far-field

directivity which are averaged by this equation.

To calculate the far-field SPEs, note that Pn (R,O) are normalized by the far-field static pressure, Poo.
Therefore:

(42)

where Pref = 20p.Pa.
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In Equation (41), p_nku(R, O) refers to the inlet complex pressure directivity for each (rn,/z) mode at

the interface plane, P, where an inlet is connected to the noise source (e.g. in Figure 7, P = 1). This
is calculated as:

Where:
P

A Wnk_

N UPSTR

Plnku (R'O) = 2 eA WnguDxw,a,u(R, O) (43)
W= 1

= Upstream propagatingpressure wave amplitudes from the state vector at interface plane, P

D xwnku(R, O) = Mode inlet directivity shape functions

CUP3D is configured to use multiple upstream pressure wave types so that these pressures are added

together to obtain the complex pressure directivity for each (m,/z) mode, plnku(R, 0). The number

of forward propagating pressure wave types is given as Nvesr_. Note that for all modal representations
developed to date (e.g. Reference 14) only one type of forward propagating mode has been found (i.e.

NUPSTR ----1). However, CUP3D uses Equation (43) as shown to permit more upstream pressure wave
types to be added, if necessary.

In Equation (41), PAnl_u(R, 0) refers to the aft complex pressure directivity for each (m,/z) mode at

the interface plane, P, where the nozzle is connected to the noise source (e.g. in Figure 7, P = 3). This
is calculated as:

Where:
P

A w,_

NpRESDIR

PAnk_(R, O) Z P (44)= A wnkDA Wnk,u (R, O)

W= Noes _ + 1

= Downstream propagatingpressure wave amplitudes from the state vector at interface plane, P

D a w,au,(R, O) = Mode aft directivity shape functions

CUP3D is configured to use multiple downstream pressure wave types so that these pressures are

added together to obtain the complex pressure directivity for each (m,/z) mode, PAnku(R, 0). The

number of propagating pressure wave types is assumed below to be Ne_zsDm. For the modes presently
in TFaNS and discussed in Section 3.2, NpRESDIR = 2.

Using Equation (41), the other types of directivities calculated by CUP3D can be formulated. To

calculate the total inlet directivity (circumferentially averaged), set PAnku = 0 in Equation (41). This

yields the summation over all inlet modes to get the inlet pressure directivity where:

v/ 12eni_t(R' O) = f2plnku (45)
_=-_[u=O
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Thesamecanbedonewithaft directivitywhere:

° I
(46)

To determine total, inlet, and aft pressure directivities for each circumferential mode, Equations (41),

(45), and (46), respectively, may be applied without the summation over the circumferential mode
orders to get the root mean square pressure directivity for each circumferential mode order. Thus

total, inlet, and aft circumferential mode pressure directivities become:

12P nk(R, O) = lnt_u + f'2 PAn_
,u=O

P _i_t( R, O) = ]'2P I_.

t',,k._(R, O) = ¢2pA,_

(47)

(48)

(49)

Note that these results are not circumferentially averaged since there is no circumferential variation

of a single circumferential mode order.

The same process may be used to get total, inlet, and aft pressure directivities for particular fin,#)

modes Where equations (47), (48), and (49) become respectively:

/,
2

P,_i,_t(R, O) = PI,_

P nk# aft( R, O) = v/'2P Ank#

(50)

(51)

(52)

SPEs can then be calculated for these cases by inserting these pressure directivities into Equation (42).

CUP3D uses Equations (41) to (52) to calculate the various far-field directivities.
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A Tone Fan Noise Design/Prediction System (TFaNS) was developed. The purpose of this system is
to predict tone noise emanating from a fan stage including the effects of reflection and transmission

by the rotor and stator and by the duct inlet and nozzle. These effects have been added to an existing
annular duct/isolated stator noise prediction capability.

TFaNS consists of:

• The codes that compute the acoustic properties (reflection and transmission coefficients) of the
various "acoustic elements" (e.g. inlet, rotor, stator, nozzle). These properties are written to

Acoustic Properties Files,

• CUP3D: Fan Noise Coupling Code that reads these fries, solves the coupling problem, and outputs
the desired noise predictions,

• AWAKEN: CFD/Measured Wake Postprocessor which reformats CFD wake predictions and/or
measured wake data so they can be used by the system.

This report discussed the organization of TFaNS and then provided the technical documentation for
the CUP3D Fan Noise Coupling Code. It also documented for code developers the file format for

Acoustic Properties Fries required as input to CUP3D. The Eversman radiation codes (which are

presently part of TFaNS) were made available as an example to show how information for the Acoustic
Properties Fries could be created. This last portion of the report also acted to document the changes

to the Eversman codes in order to make them part of TFaNS.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

PARAMETERS

A

P
A wn_ -
B =

B P
Wnl_ --

B

C =

D lWnlgu =

DA Wn_ =

I =

i =
J =

k =

k_ =

m =

MI =
Ms =
N =
M_ =
n =

N1 -
Nlc =

Nh =
Np =
p =

Poo =

State Vector

State Vector Element

Source Vector

Source Vector Element

number of blades

acoustic speed

inlet directivity from an inlet radiation code at radius, R in the far-field given unit input.

aft directivity from an aft radiation code at radius, R in the far-field given unit input.

instantaneous acoustic intensity

time average intensity of l
Bessel Function of the first kind

circumferential mode number from m = nB - kV where - oo < k < + oo
axial wavenumber in the Eversman radiation codes

axial wavenumber non-dimensionalized by rd in the Eversman radiation codes

circumferential mode order where m is positive in the direction of rotor rotation
mean axial Mach Number at the input plane (interface plane) of the Eversman radiation codes

tip swirl Mach number

tip rotational Mach number
mean axial Mach number

harmonic of blade passing frequency

uncorrected fan speed (rpm)

corrected fan speed (rpm), see Equation 04.5)

number of BPF harmonics being calculated (see Appendix II)

number of interface planes

acoustic pressure
reference pressure (static far-field pressure)

P

rd
rh
R

R_

^P

pj, = mean static pressure at interface plane, P

v - modal acousticpressure in the Eversman radiation codes
P Wnkura d-

Pnk_ (R, 0) = far-field pressure directivity for a given mode and harmonic non -dimensionalized by p oo

Plnk_ = inlet far--field pressure directivity for a given mode and harmonic non-dimensionalized by poo

P Ank_ = afi far--field pressure directivity for a given mode and harmonic non-dimensionalized by Poo

P(R, O, _, t) = time dependent pressure at a given point in the far-field non-dimensionalized by poo
Pn(R,O) = Harmonic far-field pressure directivity non-dimensionalized by poo
r = radial direction non-dimensionalized by rd

= dimensional radius (inches)
= Outer Duct Radius (inches)

= Hub Duct Radius (inches)

=Radial distance from the engine origin to some location in the far-field.

=Ideal gas constant for air = (53.35ft lbf/°R Ibm)(32.174 Ibm ft/sec2 lbf) = 1716.5 ft2/sec 2 OR

= relates acoustic velocity modes to acoustic pressure modes as in equation (11.5)

R Wnk_ = relates acoustic velocity modes to acoustic pressure modes (non-dimensional). see eqn. (11.6)

S = Scattering matrix
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S)rwn,k,u,._ ue'e_- Scattering Coefficient where "primed" subscripts denote the wave which is scattered into.

t = time (sec)
T = mean static temperature (OR)

TO1 = total temperature in the far fieM or in the inlet (OR)

u = acoustic velocity

u3 = acoustic velocity in the axial direction

U = mean flow axial velocity

[I3 = Radial Mode Shape (mode eigenfunction) for the axial component of the acoustic velocity
V = number of vanes

V0 = swirl flow velocity

w4 = acoustic velocity in the radial direction

W4 = Radial Mode Shape (mode eigenfunction) for the radial component of the acoustic velocity
x = axial direction (positive downstream) non-dimensionalized by rd

X = axial direction (dimensional)
Y = Bessel Function of the second kind

= axial wavenumber

= axial wavenumber non -dimensionalized by rd

_'a = ratio of specific heats = 1.4for air

1" = constant used to calculate solid body swirl

rlr = Reduced frequency in the Eversman Radiation codes, see Equation (14.1)
0 = directivity angle of the far-field location where data is to be measured.

Onk(_, t) = (rib - kl/_ - nBl2t (See Appendix 1"I0

r = unknown constant in Bessel's equation (Appendix III)

= Mode eigenvalue non-dimensionalized by rd
= radial mode order

= acoustic sound power level

= acoustic soundpower level non-dimensionalized by p _c _(2rd) 2

= mean flow static density

rh
= rd = hub to tip ratio of the duct

= circumferential direction (positive in the direction of rotor rotation)

= perturbation velocitypotential mode amplitude in the Eversman radiation codes

= perturbation velocitypotentialfor a single mode in the Eversman radiation codes

_Wnku (R, O) = far-field perturbation velocity potential mode directivity in the E versman radiation codes

_p = Radial Mode Shape (mode eigenfunction) for the pressure waves normalized by _max
_Pmax = Maximum value of each radial mode shape (mode eigenfunction) which is defined as +1

co = rotational frequency (rad/sec)
12 = rotor rotational speed (rad/sec )

_Trrgt

II
1I

h
P

(7

P
CPwn_
~P
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SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS

aft
f
inlet

k

m

n

P
W

oo

= Aft radiated direction

= At the inputplane (interfaceplane) of the Eversman radiation codes
= Inlet radiated direction

= circumferential mode number from m = nB - kVwhere -oo < k < +oo

= circumferential mode order where m ispositive in the direction of rotor rotation
= harmonic number

= Interface Plane Number

= Wave type, e.g. for modes in a uniform axialflow with solid body swirl:

= 1 (upstream pressure), 2 (downstream pressure), 3 & 4 (downstream vorticity)
= radial mode order

= reference value (i.e. in the far-field)
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APPENDIX I: CREATING A CUP3D ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
FILE

1.1 ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES FILE GENERAL INFORMATION

Acoustic Properties Files are output by rotor, stator, inlet radiation and aft radiation computer codes

for input into CUP3D. An Acoustic Properties File is required for each reflecting acoustic element
in the system. No Acoustic Properties File is needed for a non-reflecting element.

For a code to create an Acoustic Properties File, the following information should be placed in a file

in the order shown below. Note that the code generating this file is designated by a specific type

(ICODE). Based on the type of code, the information required by CUP3D will vary.

The parts of the Acoustic Properties File are:

• Header Cards: Contain information about the run including the code which created the file, the

acoustic modes contained in the file, and certain geometry and performance of the acoustic

element. This information is split into information which is common to all elements and

information which is common to a specific type of element.

• Scattering Coefficients: These are the reflection and transmission coefficients of the acoustic
element. Definitions for these coefficients are given in Sections 3.2 along with a method for

creating them.

• Source Vector:. The source vector is output if the acoustic element is influenced by an outside force

such as a wake interacting with a vane or blade. In this case acoustic mode amplitudes and vorticity
waves are created which form the source vector and are placed in the Acoustic Properties File.

Definitions for these coefficients are given in Sections 3.2.

• Far-field Directivities: If the acoustic element radiates noise to the far-field, then far-field

directivities are placed in the Acoustic Properties File. Pressure directivities result from unit input

for each duct mode into a radiation code. These directivities are given at a constant radius, R, (See

Figure 5) from a user specified origin.

Multiple cases can be placed in the same file. In this situation, the first case contains all of the cards

given below as defined by the type of acoustic element being considered. All of the cases which follow
will then omit Card 1. The cases are then stacked one below the other. See stator example 2 in Section
1.3.7.

The following terminology is utilized by the system (see Figure 3 and Figure 4):

• An acoustic element (or region) refers to a part of the system with acoustic properties such as a
rotor, stator, inlet radiation or aft radiation. An Acoustic Properties File must be created for any

acoustic element with acoustic reflection properties. An Acoustic Properties File is not needed

for a non-reflecting region.

• An interface plane is the plane where two acoustic elements meet.

• Scattering coefficients correspond to reflection and transmission coefficients for a particular

region (see Section 3.2).

• The Source vector corresponds to the mode amplitudes resulting from a prescribed outside
influence such as a rotor wake interacting with a stator vane.
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Variables in this file are non-dimensionalized using the following conventions:

• Lengths: Non-dimensionalized by fan tip diameter at fan leading edge (inches), DFAN.

• Temperature: Non-dimensionalized by the far-field static temperature (OR) (far from the
nacelle), TINF.

• Pressure: Non-dimensionalized by the far-field static pressure (psia) (far from the nacelle),
PINE

• Vorticity : Non-dimensionalized by c® where c ® = v/yaRa{TINF}

1.2 ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES FILE ASSUMPTIONS

Waves are assumed to be given to the code in the following order: upstream propagating waves

first, then downstream propagating waves. Pressure waves are input before vorticity waves.
Vorticity waves only propagate in the downstream direction. NWAVETYPE denotes the total

number of waves which can propagate. NUPSTRE = number of upstream propagating pressure
waves. NPRESDIR --- the total number of propagating pressure waves. In the present code:

NWAVETYPE = 4, NUPSTRE = 1, NPRESDIR = 2.

• All source vector information in the Acoustic Properties Files should be expressed as peak
complex modal amplitudes.

• The code assumes that all acoustic elements were created with the same number of blades

(NBLADE), vanes (NVANE), and fan rotational tip speed (VTIPC). Hub to tip ratios at the
interface planes should be the same for the two connecting acoustic elements for the modes to be

passed correctly between regions. The code, however, does not prevent hub to tip ratios from

differing from region to region.

• The code presently assumes that all acoustic elements are in a single duct (such as in Figure 1).
The concept of a core engine duct and bypass duct is not implemented in the code.

• The code is written so as to assume that all cases are being run in a user defined order by CUP3D.
The same order is assumed for all acoustic elements. Therefore, if multiple cases were run by a
stator code for example using a different order than was used for a rotor code, then CUP3D will
not run correctly.

• Far field angles are assumed to be stored in the Acoustic Properties Files with the smallest angle
first and the largest angle last. Zero degrees is assumed to be in front of the inlet.

• It is assumed that the user has chosen an origin for the entire calculation and that the origin is

consistent for all Acoustic Properties Files being input into CUP3D. Far-field directivities

should utilize this origin to specify distance from the engine and angles around the engine.

1.3 ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES FILE FORMAT

The discussion of the Acoustic Properties File format will be as follows. First the header cards
common to all cases will be discussed in Section 1.3.1. After that all other cards will be discussed based

on the type of computer code which is outputting this file (i.e. inlet radiation code in Section 1.3.2,

rotor code in Section 1.3.3, stator code in Section 1.3.4, aft radiation code in Section 1.3.5). Details
of the scattering coefficient and source vector formats is found in Section 1.3.6. Examples of Acoustic

Properties Files are found in Section 1.3.7. Also the method used to modify the Eversman radiation

codes is given in Section V.2, Appendix V. Appendix V may be helpful towards the understanding of
the process for creating files.
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The input data file structure has distinct blocks of data referred to as cards. Each card begins on a
new line and the input data is either free format or formatted as given in the card.

Note that a _< denotes parameters which must have the same value from element to element for the
CUP3D code to run correctly. It is imperative that these parameters be defined exactly as given in
this document.

Except where noted, all input is free format.

For all complex numbers the following format statement is used:

999 FORMAT(10E13.6)

1.3.1 Header Cards for all Acoustic Properties Files

All Acoustic Properties Files contain the header cards below.

Card 1: (for multiple cases this card is output only once with the first case)

• ICODE: Computer Code which created this file

Note: ICODE is designed so that the first number denotes the type of code which created this
file. The second number refers to which code created this file. For example: ICODE = 11:

The first 1 refers to inlet radiation codes, the second 1 refers to the Eversman inlet radiation
code.

=10 Other Inlet Radiation Code

= 11 Eversman Inlet Radiation Code

= 12 Caruthers Inlet Radiation Code

=20 Other Aft Radiation Code

=21 Eversman Aft Radiation Code

=22 Caruthers Aft Radiation Code

=30 Other Rotor Code

=31 SOURCE3D Rotor Code

=40 Other Stator Code

=41 SOURCE3D Stator Code

• NCASE: Number of "cases" where a case is defined as all harmonics for a given condition or

configuration. Acoustic Properties Files are read in the order ICASE = 1, NCASE (see Card 2).

Card 2: ICASE: Case Number: FORMAT(1X,'Case Number',I3)

Card 3: CODETITLE: Title Card - identifying the case. Use the title from the code which was run.

FORMAT(A80).
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Card 4:

Card 5:

NHT: Number of blade passing frequency harmonics run.

VTIPC: Corrected fan rotational tip speed (ft/sec).

where: VTIPC - n Nlc( DFAN )

DFAN = Fan tip diameter (inches) at the fan leading edge

N1

Nlc -- Corrected Fan Rotational Speed (rpm) - _,
V 518.67

N1 = Fan rotational speed (rpm)

Tol = reference temperature (OR) used to correct the fan speed to a "standard day".
For zero Mach number in the far-field, this temperature is the static

far- field ambient temperature,TINF.

N-BLADE: Number of rotor blades

>_ NVANE: Number of stator vanes.

Card 6: (KMIN(N, IWAVE), KMAX(N,IWAVE), N= 1,NHT), IWAVE = 1,NWAVETYPE

Where for the case which was run:

KMIN = Minimum circumferential mode number, K, run for each harmonic,

KMAX = Maximum circumferential mode number, K, run for each harmonic where:

m = n*NBLADE - K*NVANE

n = harmonic number

m = circumferential mode order.

Card 7: (((M(N,K, IWAVE), K=KMIN(N,IWAVE), KMAX(N,IWAVE) ), N= 1,NHT), IWAVE =
1,NWAVETYPE): Circumferential mode order, m, where m is positive in the direction of rotor
rotation.

CardS: (((MUMAX(N,K, IWAVE), K=KMIN(N,IWAVE), KMAX(N,IWAVE) ), N=I,NHT),
IWAVE = 1,NWAVETYPE): Largest Value for/, for each circumferential mode order and

harmonic. /_ refers to the radial mode order where 0-</_ -<MUMAX.

Card 9: WRITE(IUNIT,999) ((((GAMMA(N,K, MU,IDIR), MU=0,MUMAX(N,K, IDIR)),

K=KMIN(N,IDIR), KMAX(N,IDIR)), N=I,NHT), IDIR = 1,NPRESDIR): Complex Axial
wave numbers for acoustic pressures directed upstream (IDIR=I) or downstream (IDIR=2)

normalized by the duct radius. This parameter is presently input as one set of values per region.
It is anticipated that at some time in the future, separate upstream and downstream GAMM/_s

will be input for each interface plane.
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L3.2 Inlet Radiation Code: 10 <_ ICODE < 20

L3.2.1 Header Cards

Information in Cards 11 through 16 are only used to confirm for the user which Acoustic Properties

File the user has chosen. These parameters are not used in code calculations. While parameters in

Card 10 are not presently required for code calculations, this information expected to be required for
code calculations in the future.

Card 10:

• SIGMAR: Hub to tip ratio of the duct at XINTER. This number should, strictly speaking, be the
same for two codes meeting at a given interface plane.

• XINTER: Axial location of the interface plane relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by

DFAN) as specified by the user.

• MINF: Far-field axial Math number (far from the nacelle, positive downstream)

• MDUCT: Mass averaged axial Mach number at the interface plane (positive downstream)

Card 11: NLINO: Number of acoustically lined elements (outer wall). Set this value equal to zero if
there is no outer wall liner.

If ( NLINO .GT. 0 ) THEN

Card 12:

• MBEGO: Outer wall element number for start of liner.

• XBEGO: Axial location where outer liner begins relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by

DFAN) as specified by the user.

• XENDO: Axial location where outer liner ends relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by

DFAN) as specified by the user.

Card 13: WRITE(IUNIT,999) ZIMPO(I),I = MBEGO,NLINO + MBEGO: Liner impedance

(Resistance, Reactance) for each element on outer wall non-dimensionalized by local Oc (i.e.

density x acoustic speed).

ENDIF

Card 14: NLINI: Number of acoustically lined elements (inner wall). Set this value equal to zero if
there is no inner wall liner.

If ( NLINI .GT. 0 ) THEN

Card 15:

• MBEGI: Inner wall element number for start of liner.

• XBEGI: Axial location where inner liner begins relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by

DFAN) as specified by the user.

• XENDI: Axial location where inner liner ends relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by
DFAN) as specified by the user.
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Card16:WRITE(IUNIT,999)ZIMPI(I),I=MBEGI,NLINI+MBEGI: Liner impedance
(Resistance,Reactance)for eachelementontheinnerwallnon-dimensionalizedbythelocal
Oc (i.e. density x acoustic speed).

ENDIF

L3.2.2 Scattering Coefficients (see Section L3.6)

Card 17: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix and Source Vector')

Card 18: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix')

Card 19: Scattering coefficients are written as follows:

C

C WRITE SCATFERING MATRIX INFORMATION, $21, AT THE INTERFACE
C PLANE DOWNSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATTERING

C COEFFICIENTS CORRESPOND TO UPSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES
C SCATTERED INTO DOWNSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES. NOTE THAT

C $31 & $41 ARE NOT WRITTEN SINCE THEY ARE VORTICITY WAVE BASED.
C THERE ARE NO VORTICITY WAVES EMANATING FROM THE INLET

C RADIATION CODE. THUS $31 AND $41 ARE ZERO.
C

C

&

DO 10 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

DO 20 IWP = NUPSTRE+I,NPRESDIR

&
&

&

C
20

10

L3.2.3

WRITE(IUNIT,999)(((( DDSF,_v(N, K, MU, MUP),
MUP = 0,MUMAX(N,K,IWP)),
MU = 0,MUMAX(N,K,IW)),
K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
N = 1, Nrrr)

_k

6--/1

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

Source Vector (see Section 1.3.6)

Card 20: IFORCE

IF IFORCE = 1:

= 0 No Source Vector is Input

= 1 Source Vector is input

Card 21: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Source Vector')

Card 22: Upstream propagating pressure mode amplitudes normalized by PINF

DO 10 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_v(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
& N = 1, NHT)

10 CONTINUE

(--#
(--k

(---R
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Card23:DownstreampropagatingpressuremodeamplitudesnormalizedbyPINF

DO 10IW = NUPSTRE+ 1,NPRESDIR
READ(IUNIT,999)((( B_r(MU,K,N ),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),

& N = 1, NHT)
10 CONTINUE

ok

_--n

Card 24: Downstream propagating vorticity waves normalized by coo.

10

DO 10 IW = NPRESDIR + 1, NWAVETYPE

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N, IW)),

& N = 1, NHT)
CONTINUE

<----/_
ok

_:--n

ENDIF

L3.2.4 Far-field Directivities

Card 25: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Farfield Directivities')

Card 26:

• NANGLE: Number of polar angles (0 in Figure 5) in the directivity pattern. The code will

interpolate these angles to form an array every 1° from 00 < ANGLE-< 1800. In the present code,
any angle which is within 250 of the aft most computational boundary will be discarded. This is

consistent with the baffle boundary condition which presently is found in the Eversman Inlet
Radiation code.

• DARRAY: Radial distance (R in Figure 5) from the origin non-dimensionalized by DtAN

(origin specified by the user) of the polar directivity array.

Card 27: Far- field polar angle in degrees (0 ° is in front of the inlet)

• WRITE(IUNIT,*)(ANGLE(IANGLE), IANGLE = 1, NANGLE)

Card 28: Write: FORMAT(IX/COMPLEX PRESSURE DIRECTIVITIES')

Card 29: Complex pressure directivities (real and imaginary parts of the directivities for each mode):

C

10

DO 10 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

WRITE(IUNIT,999) (((( DIRECTIN(N,K, MU,IANGLE),
IANGLE = 1, NANGLE),

MU = O, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
K = KMIN(N,IW), KMAX(N,IW))

N = 1,Nrrr)
CONTINUE
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L3.3 Rotor Code: 30 <_ ICODE < 40

L3.3.1 Header Cards

Information in Cards 12 through 16 are only used to confirm for the user which Acoustic Properties
File the user has chosen. These parameters are not used in code calculations. Parameters in Cards

10 and 11 (with the exception of X1 and X2) are used to calculate power in the code. X1 and X2 are
not presently used for calculations in the code, but are expected to be needed in the future.

Card 10: Geometry and performance at the interface plane upstream of the region

• SIGMARI: Hub to tip ratio of the duct at X1. This number should, strictly speaking, be the same
for two codes meeting at a given interface plane.

• XI: Axial location of the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element relative to the origin
(non-dimensionalized by DFAN) as specified by the user.

• DIAl: Outer duct diameter of the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by DFAN).

• MXI: Mass averaged axial Mach number at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element.

• MTIPI: tip rotational Mach number at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element.

• PSI: Mass averaged static pressure at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by PINF).

• TSI: Mass averaged static temperature at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element

(non- dimensionalized by TINF).

Card 11: Geometry and performance at the interface plane downstream of the region

• SIGMAR2: Hub to tip ratio of the duct at X2. This number should, strictly speaking, be the same
for two codes meeting at a given interface plane.

• X2: Axial location of the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element relative to the origin
(non-dimensionalized by DFAN) as specified by the user.

• DIA2: Outer duct diameter of the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element

(non-dimensionalized by DFAN).

• MX2: Mass averaged axial Mach number at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic
element.

• MTIP2: tip rotational Mach number at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element.

• PS2: Mass averaged static pressure at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by PINF).

• TS2: Mass averaged static temperature at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element

(non-dimensionalized by TINF).

Card 12: NDAT: Number of streamlines where geometry is specified

Card 13: DIA(I),I = 1,NDAT: Streamline diameter (non-dimensionalized by DFAN)

Card 14: RSOLIDITY(I),I = 1,NDAT: Rotor solidity (rotor chord/rotor pitch)

Card 15: RALPHCH(I), I=I,NDAT: Rotor stagger angle relative to the circumferential direction

(degrees). This is normally considered to be a number between 0 and 110 degrees.
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Card 16: SSOC(I), I=I,NDAT: Upstream stator trailing edge to rotor leading edge aerodynamic

Spacing to upstream stator aerodynamic chord for each streamline (Set equal to zero if there
is no upstream stator cascade).

L3.3.2 Scattering Coefficients (see Section 1.3.6)

Card 17: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix and Source Vector')

Card 18: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix')

Card 19: Scattering coefficients as follows

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

&

&

&
&

&

40
30

C
C

C
C

C

C
C

WRITE SCATTERING MATRIX INFORMATION $12, S13, S14, AT THE
INTERFACE PLANE UPSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATTERING

COEFFICIENTS CORRESPOND TO DOWNSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES
ENTERING THE UPSTREAM INTERFACE PLANE AND BEING REFLECTED

BY THE ELEMENT BACK OUT AS UPSTREAM WAVES.

&
&

DO 30 IW = NUPSTRE+ 1,NWAVETYPE

DO 40 IWP = 1, NUPSTRE

WRITE(IUNIT,999)((((( vvS_v(N , NP, If. MU, MUP),

MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
MUP = 0, MUMAX(IABS(NP),K, IWP)),

K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),

N = 1, NHT),
NP =-NHT, NHT)

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

4-/J'

_-k

<--n

<--tl'

WRITE SCATTERING MATRIX INFORMATION, $11, AT THE INTERFACE
PLANE UPSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS
CORRESPOND TO UPSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES AT THE

DOWNSTREAM INTERFACE BEING TRANSMITIqED THROUGH THE
ACOUSTIC ELEMENT TO THE UPSTREAM INTERFACE

&

&
&

C

60

50

DO 50 IW = 1, NUPSTRE

DO 60 IWP = 1, NUPSTRE

WRITE(IUNIT,999) ((((( VDSWay(N, NP, K, MU, MUP),

MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
MOP = 0, MUMAX(IABS(NP),K, IWP)),

K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N, IW)),
N = 1, NHT),

NP =-NHT, NHT)

<----k

<---n

<--n'

CONTINUE

CONTINUE
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C
C

C

C

C
C

C

&

&

&

&

&
60

50

C
C

C

C
C

C

C

WRITE $22 , $32 , $42 , $23 , $33 , S43 , $24 , $34 , $44. THESE COEFFICIENTS

CORRESPOND TO DOWNSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES INPUT INTO THE

REGION AT THE UPSTREAM INTERFACE PLANE WHICH ARE

TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE ELEMENT TO THE DOWNSTREAM
INTERFACE PLANE

&
&

DO 50 IW = NUPSTRE+I,NWAVETYPE

DO 60 IWP = NUPSTRE+I,NWAVETYPE

WRITE(IUNIT,999) ((((( DUSw'w(N, NP, K, MU, MUP),

MU -- 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

MUP = 0, MUMAX(IABS(NP),K, IWP)),

K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
N = 1, NHT),

NP =-NHT, NHT)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

_--$
<----/u'

e--k

<--n

<---n'

&

&

&
80

70

WRITE SCA'ITERING MATRIX INFORMATION, $21, $31, $41, AT THE
INTERFACE PLANE DOWNSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATTERING
COEFFICIENTS CORRESPOND TO UPSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES

REFLECTED BY THE ACOUSTIC ELEMENT AS DOWNSTREAM

PROPAGATING WAVES.

DO 70 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

DO 80 IWP = NUPSTRE+ 1,NWAVETYPE

WRITE(IUNIT,999)((((( DDSw're(N, NP, K, MU, MUP),

MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

MUP = 0, MUMAX(IABS(NP),K, IWP)),

K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
N = 1, NHT),

NP =-NHT, NHT)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

_k

<---n

_---n'
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L3.3.3 Source Vector (see Section L3.6)

Card 20: IFORCE = 0 No Source Vector is Input

= 1 Source Vector is input

IF IFORCE = 1:

Card 21: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Source Vector')

Card 22: Upstream propagating pressure mode amplitudes normalized by PINF

10

DO 10 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
& N = 1, NHT)

CONTINUE

<---/_
_k

<--n

Card 23: Downstream propagating pressure mode amplitudes normalized by PINF

10

DO 10 IW - NUPSTRE + 1,NPRESDIR

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_°v(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
& K --KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),

& N = i, NHT)
CONTINUE

*--k

<-----n

Card 24: Downstream propagating vorticity waves normalized by coo.

10

DO 10 IW = NPRESDIR + 1, NWAVETYPE

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_v(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),

& N = 1, NHT)
CONTINUE

_--#
_--k

(---n

ENDIF
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L3.4 Stator Code: 40 <_ ICODE < 50

L3.4.1 Header Cards

Information in Cards 12 through 16 are only used to confirm for the user which Acoustic Properties
File the user has chosen. These parameters are not used in code calculations. Parameters in Cards

10 and 11 (with the exception of X1 and X2) are used to calculate power in the code. X1 and X2 are
not presently used for calculations in the code, but are expected to be needed in the future.

Card 10: Geometry and performance at the interface plane upstream of the region

• SIGMARI: Hub to tip ratio of the duct at X1. This number should, strictly speaking, be the same
for two codes meeting at a given interface plane.

• XI: Axial Location of the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element relative to the origin
(non- dimensionalized by DFAN) as specified by the user.

• DIAl: Outer duct diameter of the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by DFAN)

• MXI: Mass averaged axial Mach number at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element.

• MTIPI: tip rotational Mach number at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element.

• PSI: Mass averaged static pressure at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by PINF).

• TSI: Mass averaged static temperature at the interface plane upstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by TINF).

Card 11: Geometry and performance at the interface plane downstream of the region

• SIGMAR2: Hub to tip ratio of the Duct at X2. This number should, strictly speaking, be the same
for two codes meeting at a given interface plane.

• X2: Axial location of the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element relative to the origin
(non-dimenslonalized by DFAN) as specified by the user.

• DIA2: Outer duct diameter of the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element
(non- dimensionalized by DFAN).

• MX2: Mass averaged axial Mach number at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic
element.

• MTIP2: tip rotational Mach number at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element.

• PS2: Mass averaged static pressure at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by PINF).

• TS2: Mass averaged static temperature at the interface plane downstream of the acoustic element
(non-dimensionalized by TINF).

Card 12: NDAT: Number of Streamlines where geometry is specified

Card 13: DIA(I),I= 1,NDAT: Streamline diameter (non-dimensionalized by DFAN)

Card 14: SSOLIDITY(I),I= 1,NDAT: Stator Solidity (stator chord/stator pitch)

Card 15: SALPHCH(I), I= 1,NDAT: Stator Stagger Angle relative to the circumferential direction

(degrees). This is normally considered to be a number between 0 and 110 degrees.
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Card 16:SSOC(I),I=I,NDAT: Upstreamrotor trailing edgeto stator leadingedgeaerodynamic
Spacingto upstreamrotor aerodynamicchordfor eachstreamline(Setequalto zeroif there
isnoupstreamrotor).

1.3.4.2 Scattering Coefficients (see Section L3.6)

Card 17: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix and Source Vector')

Card 18: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix')

Card 19: Scattering coefficients as follows

C

C
C

C

C

C

C

&

&

&
&

&

80

70

C
C

C
C

C

C
C

WRITE SCATTERING MATRIX INFORMATION S12, $13, S14, AT THE
INTERFACE PLANE UPSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATTERING

COEFFICIENTS CORRESPOND TO DOWNSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES

ENTERING THE UPSTREAM INTERFACE PLANE AND BEING REFLECTED
BY THE ELEMENT BACK OUT AS UPSTREAM WAVES.

DO 70 IW = NUPSTRE+ 1,NWAVETYPE

DO 80 IWP = 1, NUPSTRE

WRITE(IUNIT,999) ((((( vuSw,_r(N, K, KP, MU, MUP),

MU = O, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

MUP = 0, MUMAX(N,KP, IWP)),

K = KMIN(N,IW), KMAX(N,IW)),
KP = KMIN(N,IWP),KMAX(N,IWP)),

N = 1, NHT)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

¢-.-/.,
(----/t'

(----k

(--- k'

(---'-n

WRITE SCATTERING MATRIX INFORMATION, $11, AT THE INTERFACE
PLANE UPSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATFERING COEFFICIENTS
CORRESPOND TO UPSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES AT THE

DOWNSTREAM INTERFACE BEING TRANSMITTED THROUGH THE
ACOUSTIC ELEMENT TO THE UPSTREAM INTERFACE

DO 90 IW = 1, NUPSTRE

DO 100 IWP = 1, NUPSTRE

WRITE(IUNIT,999)((((( upSw_(N, K, KP, MU, MUP),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

& MUP = 0, MUMAX(N,KP, IWP)),
& K = KMIN(N,IW), KMAX(N,IW)),

& KP = KMIN(N,IWP),KMAX(N,IWP)),
& N = 1, NHT)

100 CONTINUE

90 CONTINUE

(--/_'

¢-k

<-- k'

(---n
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C

&
&
&
&
&

100

90

C
C

C
C

C

C
C

&

&

&
&

&
120

110

WRITE $22, $32, $42, $23, $33, $43, $24, $34, $44. THESE COEFFICIENTS
CORRESPOND TO DOWNSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES INPUT INTO THE
REGION AT THE UPSTREAM INTERFACE PLANE WHICH ARE

TRANSMITYED THROUGH THE ELEMENT TO THE DOWNSTREAM
INTERFACE PLANE

DO 90 IW = NUPSTRE+I,NWAVETYPE

DO 100 IWP = NUPSTRE+ 1,NWAVETYPE

WRITE(IUNIT,999)((((( DUSw_(N, K, KP, MU, MUP),

MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

MUP = 0, MUMAX(N,KP, IWP)),
K = KMIN(N, IW), KMAX(N,lW)),

KP = KMIN(N, IWP),KMAX(N,IWP)),
N = 1, NHT)

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

_k
_-- k'

_--n

WRITE SCATTERING MATRIX INFORMATION, $21, $31, $41, AT THE
INTERFACE PLANE DOWNSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATTERING
COEFFICIENTS CORRESPOND TO UPSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES

REFLECTED BY THE ACOUSTIC ELEMENT AS DOWNSTREAM
PROPAGATING WAVES.

DO 110 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

DO 120 IWP = NUPSTRE+ 1,NWAVETYPE

WRITE(IUNIT,999)((((( DoSw_(N, K, KP, MU, MUP),

MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

MUP = 0, MUMAX(N,KP, IWP)),
K = KMIN(N, IW), KMAX(N,IW)),

KP = KMIN(N,IWP),KMAX(N,IWP)),
N = 1, NHT)

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

<--/.t'

_k
<-- k'

_--n
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1.3.4.3 Source Vector (see Section 1.3.6)

Card 20: IFORCE = 0 No Source Vector is Input

= 1 Source Vector is input

IF IFORCE = 1:

Card 21: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Source Vector')

Card 22: Upstream propagating pressure mode amplitudes normalized by PINF

DO 10 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

READ(IUNIT,999) ((( Br_(MU,K,N ),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K,IW)),

& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N, IW)),

N = 1, NHT)
10 CONTINUE

<---/_
+--k

<----11

Card 23: Downstream propagating pressure mode amplitudes normalized by PINF

10

DO 10 IW = NUPSTRE + 1,NPRESDIR

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),

& N = 1, NHT)
CONTINUE

_--#
_--k

Card 24: Downstream propagating vorticity waves normalized by coo.

10

DO 10 IW = NPRESDIR + 1, NWAVETYPE

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),

& N = 1, NHT)
CONTINUE

+-/z
_--k

_--R

ENDIF
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L3.5 Aft Radiation Code: 20 <_ ICODE < 30

L3.5.1 Header Cards

Information in Cards 11 through 16 are only used to confirm for the user which Acoustic Properties
File the user has chosen. These parameters are not used in code calculations. While parameters in

Card 10 are not presently required for code calculations, this information expected to be required for
code calculations in the future.

Card 10:

• SIGMAR: Hub to tip ratio of the duct at XINTER. This number should, strictly speaking, be the
same for two codes meeting at a given interface plane.

• XINTER: Axial location of the interface plane relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by
DFAN) as specified by the user.

• MINF: Far-field axial Mach number (far from the nacelle, positive downstream)

• MDUCT: Mass averaged axial Mach number at the interface plane (positive downstream)

Card 11: NLINO: Number of acoustically Lined Elements (outer wall). Set this value equal to zero
if there is no outer wall liner.

If ( NLINO .GT. 0 ) THEN

Card 12:

• MBEGO: Outer wall element number for start of liner

• XBEGO: Axial location where outer liner begins relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by
DFAN) as specified by the user.

• XENDO: Axial Location where outer liner ends relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by
DFAN) as specified by the user.

Card 13: WRITE(IUNIT,999) ZIMPO(I),I=MBEGO,NLINO+MBEGO: Liner impedance

(Resistance, Reactance) for each element on outer wall non-dimensionalized by local 0c (i.e.
density x acoustic speed).

ENDIF

Card 14: NLINI: Number of acoustically lined elements (inner wall). Set this value equal to zero if
there is no inner wall liner.

If ( NLINI .GT. 0 ) THEN

Card 15:

MBEGI: Inner wall element number for start of liner

XBEGI: Axial location where inner liner begins relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by
DFAN) as specified by the user.

XENDI: Axial Location where inner liner ends relative to the origin (non-dimensionalized by
DFAN) as specified by the user.
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Card16:WRITE(IUNIT,999)ZIMPI(I),I=MBEGI,NLINI+MBEGI: Liner impedance
(Resistance,Reactance)for eachelementon theinnerwall non-dimensionalizedbylocalOc
(i.e.densityx acousticspeed).

ENDIF

L3.5.2 Scattering Coefficients (see Section L3.6)

Card 17: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix and Source Vector')

Card 18: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Scattering Matrix')

Card 19: Scattering coefficients as follows

C

C WRITE SCATTERING MATRIX INFORMATION, $12, AT THE INTERFACE
C PLANE UPSTREAM OF THIS REGION. THESE SCATFERING
C COEFFICIENTS CORRESPOND TO DOWNSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES

C SCATTERED INTO UPSTREAM PROPAGATING WAVES. NOTE THAT

C $13 & Sz4 ARE NOT WRITTEN SINCE THEY ARE VORTICITY WAVE BASED.
C VORTICITY WAVES ARE NOT MODELED AS INPUT TO THE AFT

C RADIATION CODES. THUS $13 AND $14 ARE ZERO.
C

C

&

DO 10 IW = NUPSTRE+I,NPRESDIR

DO 20 IWP = 1, NUPSTRE

&
&

&

C

20
10

1.3.5.3

WRITE(IUNIT,999)(((( SuUw(N,K,MU,MUP),
MUP = 0, MUMAX(N,K,IWP)),
MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K,IW)),
K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
N = 1, Nrrr)

<---/_'

<---,u
_---k

<---/1

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

Source Vector (see Section 1.3.6)

Card 20: IFORCE = 0 No Source Vector is Input
= 1 Source Vector is input

IF IFORCE = 1:

Card 21: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Source Vector')

Card 22: Upstream propagating pressure mode amplitudes normalized by PINF

10

DO 10 IW = 1,NUPSTRE

READ(IUNIT,999) ((( Br_(MU,K,N ),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
& N = 1, NHT)

CONTINUE

_-k

_--n
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Card 23: Downstream propagating pressure mode amplitudes normalized by PINF

10

DO 10 IW = NUPSTRE + 1,NPRESDIR

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_/(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

& K -- KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
& N = 1, NHT)

CONTINUE

<--B
<---k

(---- n

Card 24: Downstream propagating vorticity waves normalized by coo.

10

DO 10 IW = NPRESDIR + 1, NWAVETYPE

READ(IUNIT,999) (((B_(MU,K,N),

& MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),

& K = KMIN(N,IW),KMAX(N,IW)),
& N = 1, NHT)

CONTINUE

_--B
<---k

6-n

ENDIF

L3.5.4 Far-field Directivities

Card 25: Write: FORMAT(1X,'Farfield Directivities')

• NANGLE: Number of polar angles (0 in Figure 5) in the directivity pattern. The code will

interpolate these angles to form an array every 1° from 0° ___ANGLE ___180 °. In the present code,

any angle which is within 250 of the forward most computational boundary will be discarded. This
is consistent with the baffle boundary condition which presently is found in the Eversman Aft
Radiation code.

• DARRAY: Radial distance (R in Figure 5) from the origin non-dimensionalized by DI/x2J
(origin specified by the user) of the polar directivity array.

Card 26: Far-field angle in degrees (0 ° is in front of the inlet)

• WRITE(IUNIT,*)(ANGLE(IANGLE), IANGLE = 1, NANGLE)

Card 27: Write: FORMAT(lX,'COMPLEX PRESSURE DIRECTIVITIES')

Card 28: Complex pressure directivities (real and imaginary parts of the directivities for each mode):

C

10

DO 10 IW = NUPSTRE + 1,NPRESDIR

WRITE(IUNIT,999) (((( DIRECTIN(N,K, MU,IANGLE),
IANGLE = 1, NANGLE),

MU = 0, MUMAX(N,K, IW)),
K = KMIN(N,IW), KMAX(N,IW))

N = 1, NHT)
CONTINUE
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L3.6 Format for Scattering Coefficient and Source Vector Output

Section 3.2 discusses the conventions for the scattering coefficients and source vector information in
CUP3D. Further discussion of the "Kinematics of Mode Scattering" may also be found in Reference

1. The discussion in this section will center on how scattering coefficients and source vectors are

non-dimensionalized and represented in CUP3D.

A two sided Fourier transform is utilized where the complex scattering coefficient and source vector

amplitudes represent values of the coefficients in this series. Equations (20) through (25) in Section
3.2 give further details. Only the positive harmonics of the source vectors and scattering coefficients

are input. Because the code works with tone noise, the negative harmonics are assumed by the code

to be the complex conjugates of the positive harmonics with the exception of rotor scattering. In the

rotor case, positive harmonics scatter into negative harmonics thus requiring scattering coefficients
to be input.

All scattering coefficients, source vectors and far-field directivities are read in with format given by:

999 FORMAT(10E13.6)

where this format will include five coefficients (i.e. real and imaginary parts) per line.

The scattering coefficients, S, are effectively the reflection and transmission coefficients for each

acoustic element. The scattering coefficients take on the form S_,ewwhere the scattering coefficient

subscripts denote the wave type, W, being scattered into the wave type, W'. The superscripts denote

interface plane, P, scattering into the interface plane, P'.

All source vector information should be non-dimensionalized by:

• The ambient pressure, PINF for pressures waves,

• The ambient acoustic speed, Coo= _/yaRaToo where Too = TINF, for vorticity waves.

TINF and PINF are defined as the static temperature and pressure far from the nacelle.

In the present code, the foUowing wave types are in use:

W = 1 Upstream going pressure waves

W = 2 Downstream going pressure waves
W = 3 "no-w" vorticity wave (downstream only)

W = 4 "no-u" vorticity wave (downstream only)

In Sections 1.3.2 to 1.3.5, FORTRAN comment statements are shown which refer only to these four

wave types. However, the number of wave types can be changed by changing NUPSTRE,
NPRESDIR, and/or NWAVETYPE in the parameter statements in the CUP3D code.

For scattering coefficient and source vector input formats discussed in Sections 1.3.2 to 1.3.5, the

superscripts (P and e') are given by:

U = interface plane upstream of acoustic element = IUPSTR(IREGION) in CUP3D System File

D = interface plane downstream of acoustic element = IDWNST(IREGION) in CUP3D System File
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For scatteringcoefficientandsourcevector input formats discussed in Sections 1.3.2 to 1.3.5 the
subscripts (W and W') are given by:

W = IW = Wave type of the wave travelling into the acoustic element

i.e. right hand side of Equation (15)

W' = IWP = Wave type for the wave leaving the acoustic element (i.e. the scattered wave)
i.e. left hand side of Equation (15)

NUPSTRE = Number of upstream travelling pressure wave types (= 1 in the present code)

NPRESDIR = Total number of pressure wave types (= 2 in the present code)

NWAVETYPE = Total number of wave types: pressure + vorticity (= 4 in the present code)
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APPENDIX I1: POWER CALCULATION IN CUP3D COUPLED
CASCADE CODE

The objective of this appendix is to develop the equations being used to calculate power in CUP3D.

The sound power level is calculated at interface planes just upstream and just downstream of the noise
source. The following assumptions are made at those interface planes:

• Locally constant area annular duct,

• Locally uniform axial flow

As a result, for the sound power calculation, the standard Tyler/Sofrin modes (Reference 13) are used.
A more general formulation may be developed in the future.

From Equation (4), the perturbation pressure is assumed to be of the form:

p_X,r, dp,t ) = p = Z Z _-" "e "p ..irm4,+_,_ (x-x_,l-nBat ]2 A Wnku_ Wmu(r)e t _o_ / j
n=-oo k=-= lt=O

(II.1)

Perturbation velocity may be related to perturbation pressure by:

u_J_X,r, dp,t)=c= Z Z Z R_vn&uA_vnkuW_mu(r)ei[m¢+_'fv, a,u(x-xfe) -_at]
nf-=k=-=kt=O

(II.2)

Rew,,_u may then be found using the small perturbation, unsteady axial momentum equation for a

uniform axial mean flow (consistent with Equation C.11 in Reference 11):

_ + ! o_p_pou + ue _ - 0at Pp dx (II.3)

Substituting Equations (11.1) and (11.2) into Equation (11.3) we get:

) P ;P=.Pic® - nBg2 + Up_wnlq _ Rwnk_ = -- t-_-_pTWn_ (II.4)

Multiply through by - -_eraPand solve for Rwnkut" to get:

P _ P® /_P
Rwnku c Zff'pc_ W, ku (II.5)

Where:

A_

^P Ywnku

Rwnku = (nBMte - Mx_fWnku ) (II.6)

e is real. This expression is consistent with Equation C.14 inNote that for propagating waves, Rrvnk _

Reference 11 except that Reference 11 non-dimensionalizes differently.
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The equationfor time dependentintensityin a uniform axial flow is usedi.e. EquationC.4 in
Reference11or Equation101in Reference1:

• i2 _P P Mxp i p_2 p 2

Ii_X,r,_,t ) = (1 + ,vGp)P'wUw + -p-'_P'w) + PpC_xp(U_v) (II.7)

Upstream acoustic power will be calculated at the interface plane, P = 1 using upstream propagating

acoustic waves (for a uniform axial flow there is one upstream going acoustic pressure wave type: W

= 1). Downstream acoustic power needs to be calculated at the last interface plane, P = Np, using
downstream acoustic pressure waves (for a uniform axial flow there is one downstream going acoustic
pressure wave type: W = 2). Acoustic power is expressed by:

ra 2_ 1 2u

He= ff 'p_ddpd?=r: f f-[prd_dr

rhO gO

(II.8)

where ? is the dimensional radius and/p is the time average intensity of I?. To get [?, realize that only

cuton modes contribute to the sound power level. In Equations (II.1) and (11.2) the perturbation

pressure, p_ and perturbation velocity, u_ are real. This means that p_ -- p_ and u_v = u_v.

If Nh is given as the number of BPF harmonics being calculated and only cuton modes are included

in the summation, then substitution of Equations (II.1) and (I1.2) into Equation (I1.7) leads to:

Ie(X,r, qb,t) =
N h N h

/_ "em_m'_ ..... " "* W,a_ * Wn'k'_' *baom'k'_'
nf-N h k # n'ffi-N h k' p'

(II.9)

where:

( • •= 2 P 2 P P
Ilnk_n,k, _, 1 + M_e)p_c_Rwn,k, #, + 2 + ppcpMx_,c_RwnkuRwn,k,g ' (II.lO)

To get the time average intensity at interface plane, P, note that:

e-i(n-n')B_2t = f_ nn' (II.11)

so that Equation (11.9) becomes:

Ip(Xp, r, c#) =

Nh

E E E E (II.12)
n=-N h k p k' Iu'

where the subscripts on I 1 in Equation (II.10) has been contracted in the obvious way. Substitute this

equation into Equation (II.8):

Nh I 2ff

lip = r_d E E E E V AP,,, . A_,', ,[,,,. £i(r-r')(x-xp) [ f lp,,_pm,_,ei(k-k,iVCrdqMr
n f - N h k I_ k' #'

o 0

(11.13)
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Theintegralover_ yieldsaKroneckerdelta:

2n

J e-i(k-k')V_d_ = 2_6kk,
(II.14)

so that:

Nh 1

lip = 2x;_ _" _ _" _'A_n_A_,LJlnle_gei(r-r')(x-xr) I _Pm_Omit'rdr
n=-Nh k It It'

0

(I1.15)

The orthogonality condition for the radial eigenmodes is:

1

I _r,_prn_,rdr = d _,Cmit (11.16)

Thus when/t' =/_:

1

j W2itrar = C,,,it
a

(II.17)

This integral is evaluated in Appendix III to determine the value of Cm_. In addition, since negative
harmonics are equal to positive harmonics, use positive harmonics only and multiply Equation (11.15)
by 2. The Kronecker delta in Equation (11.16) enables the/_' summation and eliminates the final

exponential in Equation (11.15) since all of the implied subscripts on y and y' are now equal. Therefore
Equation (11.15) becomes:

N h

lip 4zl_a 2 _ t" P*
n=l k It

(II.18)

Equation (11.10) can now be substituted back into Equation (11.18):

H e 4z_" t" 1"*
n=l k It

,_c_Rw, ao_+ _ + pec_'Ixec®Rw, a_uRw,a_u C,nit (II.19)

Non-dimensionalize power bY P _ c _ (2/'d) 2 so that:

N h

/__,_" w,e_u"" Wnku
n=l k It

1 + ""xe/"w,_,u- p_1"c'g -YP"P'"xt'p®*'Wnk_*'Wnk, u Crnit (II.20)
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SubstituteEquation(II.5) into Equation(II.20) to get:

N h

lip= P"
//'Wn_"Wnk_

n=l k

(1 + M,_,)Rwnka + Mx, + Mxvl_wnkUl_WntoaJCn_u
(II.21)

Since the y's are real for propagating modes, Equation (II.6) shows that/_v" =/_ and Equation

(II.21) becomes:

_p P" _tP 2 2 ^p ^p
n=l k

(II.22)

Since C 2 -- YaP _ _'aRaT where P = mean static pressure, Equation (11.22) can be written:
P

I, ()2]zcP® T/_e_ _uO e2 2 ^e ^pi-It''= _--PP_]'_'_,_--1Z= k Wnka I + M'_e)Rw,_ + Mx, + Mxp Rwnku Cmu
(II.23)

This equation gives the sound power for blade passing frequency harmonics combined up to harmonic,
Nh. The limits for k and # are set by the number of cuton modes.

^

This equation can also be expressed as the sum of modal power levels,/-/e,a,u, where:

Nh

n---1 k It

(II.24)

and:

+ M_p)Rw, u,u + M_p + M_p R w,_,u Cmu (II.25)

^p

This equation is equivalent to Equations (33) and (34). Rwn_u is found in Equation (I1.6) consistent

with Equation (35), and Cm_ is found in Appendix III.

Thus, sound power level for a particular harmonic is:

k It

(II.26)

where the summation is over propagating modes.
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APPENDIX II1:NORMALIZATION OF THE UNIFORM FLOW
DUCT MODES

The purpose of this appendix is to evaluate the integral in Equation (11.17) analytically. Start with the

expression for Bessel's equation for the radial direction. This equation is developed by applying the

method of separation of variables to the convected wave equation in a mean axial flow. The equation
related to the radial direction corresponds to Equation 4.4 in Reference 11.

_d2_(_cr3 + d_p(_r_ + (r2_ - m2_d--'-_ _ --_]_P(_r3 = 0 (III.1)

where r is the separation constant and r is the dimensional radius. It will later be shown to also be
the mode eigenvalue.

With the notation _0' - d_.
dr"

(m2)_' +_O'+ r2r--7_=0 (III.2)

The boundary conditions for this equation for a hardwalled annular duct are:

lp'(_d) = 0 (III.3)

_'(_rh) = 0 (III.4)

Multiply Equation (III.2) by 2_'0crO:

2fi_"_O' + 2r(w') 2 + 2(r2_- m2)_plp' = 0 (1115)

[ ]Noting that (r_')2 = 2_,"_0' + 2g(g,')2 and (_02) = 2gr_0' Equation (III.5) becomes:

[(riP')2] '= -(r2r 2 -m2)(_P2) ' (III.6)

Integrate both sides of this equation across the duct:

ra rd

rh r_

or:

ra

, 2

rh

(III.7)

(III.8)

By applying boundary conditions Equations (111.3) and (111.4) to Equation (111.8), the left hand side

of this equation becomes zero and the _0on the right hand side becomes the eigenfunction _pmu(r,,_ur),
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within aconstant.However,wedonotapplythesubscriptsuntil thenormalizationis definedbelow.
Therefore:

Integratingtherighthandsidebypartsandrearranging:

rd rd

f _2_dr
I j
rh rh

(ii1.1o)

or:

rd

= I _:2yd¥

rh

(III.11)

Factor out r,_ normalize r by ra and normalize _ by rd. Also normalize _p by IPmax where _Pmaxis the

maximum value of each mode eigenfunction (_Omax - i in CUP3D). Thus: rma = rra,

a - rh - hub/tip ratio of the duct, and r = _dis the non-dimensional radius. Therefore:
r d

1

(III.12)

The integral on the right hand side of this equation is the same as the left hand side of Equation (11.17).

Thus Cm_ is:

(III.13)

This equation applies to a locally constant area hardwall annular duct with locally uniform axial flow.

X:m_,are the mode eigenvalues and _Pmu are the mode eigenfunctions. Note that to calculate power

only the mode eigenfunctions at the hub and tip locations are required.
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APPENDIX IV: CALCULATING THE TOTAL ACOUSTIC
FAR-FIELD PRESSURE

The purpose of this section is to derive the equations for the far-field directivity using the state vector
solution (i.e. mode amplitudes) from CUP3D. CUP3D assumes that the system is formulated in the

frequency domain where acoustic pressure is represented by the superposition of (m, #) modes for

each blade passing frequency harmonic. In polar coordinates of Figure 5 acoustic pressure can be
expressed by:

O0

P(R,O,O,t)= 2 2 2P'a_u (R'O)ei(mc'-'sat) (IV.l)

n=- _ k=- eotu=0

where Pngu are the complex pressure mode amplitude coefficients obtained at the desired far-field

points from a radiation code. Since negative harmonics are the complex conjugate of positive

harmonics (i.e. p _,,__ = Pn_,):

{n_,=12 Z=oP,_(R'O)e'(me_at) }
P(R, 0, 0, t) = 2 Re " - (IV.2)

k

Equation (IV.I) as applied to the far-field can also be expressed as the combination of pressure waves
propagating from the inlet and nozzle. Thus:

pn_(R, O) = pI, a_(R, O) + pAn_(R, O) (IXZ.3)

where pt, aq_(R, O) is the inlet complex pressure directivity for each (m, #) mode, and PAnkg(R, O) is

the aft complex pressure directivity for each (m,/_) mode. These complex pressure directivities can

also be expressed as a superposition of state vector amplitudes, Avenu4,,I" multiplied by directivity shape

functions, Dn_, at interface planes just upstream and just downstream of the noise source, for each
radial mode order.

For inlet noise the interface plane, P, where the inlet is connected to the noise source is used (e.g. in

P andFigure 7, P = 1) to obtain the upstream propagating pressure waves from the state vector, A wn_

the mode inlet directivity shape functions, Dtwn_u(R , 0). The CUP3D code is configured to permit

multiple upstream pressure wave types so that these pressures are added together to obtain the

complex pressure directivity for each (m,/t) mode, pjn_u(R, 0). The number of forward propagating

pressure wave types is given as NuesrR. Thus:

NUpSTR

Plnlou(R'O) E P= A wta_uDIwn_(R, O) (IV.4)
W=I

Note that for all modal representations developed to date (e.g. Reference 14) only one type of forward
propagating mode has been found (i.e. NuesrR = 1). However, CUP3D uses Equation (IV.4) as shown

to permit more upstream pressure wave types to be added in the future, if necessary.

For aft noise the interface plane where the aft radiation code is connected to the noise source is used

(e.g. in Figure 7, P = 3) to obtain the downstream propagating pressure waves from the state vector,
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P
Aw, a,u and the mode aft directivity shape functions, Dawnku(R,O). The CUP3D code is configured

to permit multiple downstream pressure wave types so that these pressures are added together to

obtain the complex pressure directivity for each (m,#) mode, PAn_(R, 0). The number of propagating

pressure wave types is assumed below to be NeReSDm so that the aft pressure directivity for each (rn,#)
mode becomes:

N pRESDIR

PA,ao, (R'O) = E APnkaOAWn_ (R'O) (IV.5)
W= Nvesr n + 1

For the modes presently in TFaNS and discussed in Section 3.2, NeRESDIR = 2. However, CUP3D uses
Equation (IV.5) as shown to permit more downstream pressure wave types to be added in the future,

if necessary.

Thus, to calculate the far-field directivity the following items are needed for each pressure wave type:

1. The solution to the state vector, Awnk_,P at the interface plane where a radiation acoustic element

is connected to the noise source, inlet and aft.

2. Directivity shapes for each propagating pressure wave type from an inlet radiation calculation,

Dlw, a_(R, 0) and an aft radiation calculation, Daw, a_u(R, 0). These are determined by inputting

unit mode amplitudes into a radiation code and then calculating the far-field directivities.

Also, CUP3D calculates the following far-field pressure directivities:

• Total far-field sound pressure level (SPL) directivity (inlet and aft combined)
for each harmonic

• Inlet SPL directivity for each harmonic

• Aft SPL directivity for each harmonic

• Inlet, aft and total SPL directivities for each circumferential mode order at each

harmonic (summed over all radial mode orders)

• Inlet, aft and total SPL directivities for each circumferential and radial mode
order at each harmonic

For this derivation we will concentrate on total directivities which can be represented as the

combination of the inlet and aft directivities. Then more simplified forms of the equations will be

derived. Given Equations (IV.l), (IV.3), OVA), and (IV.5), the acoustic pressure in the far-field at
a given directivity angle in CUP3D is:

o0

e(R,O, dp,t) = _ E ZPlnku (R'O)ei(mc-nBaO + Pa'aoa(R'O)ei(mc-nBaO (IV.6)

n=-_k=-_lz=O

Or given that rn =nB - kV'.

e(R,O,¢,t) =

n----_k=-_lz=O

Let Onk(Cp,t) = (nB - kV)_ - nBI2t so that Equation (IV.7) becomes:

P(R,O, cp,t)= _ _ Z[Plnk_+PAnk#]e i0,a,(¢_¢)
n=-_k=-_la=O

(W.7)

(iv.s)
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This equation now needs to be processed to obtain the root mean square acoustic pressure as follows:

P(R,O) = V/_ (IV.9)

The notation implies the following operations: first square P, then time and circumferentially average
p2, and then take the square root. A circumferential average is being calculated because we rarely

know the engine azimuthal angle relative to the location of engine circumferential origin. Thus:

n= -_ k=-w l_=On'=-e_ k'= -*o g'=O

Substituting back in for Onk (¢,t) and rearranging the exponent gives:

2 2 2 2 2
n=-** k=-® l_=On'=-** k'=-= l_'=O

The magnitudes in the above equation can also be expressed as the summation over all kt's. Thus
rearrange this equation to get:

Now average over time. It can be seen that when n _ n', then the acoustic pressure is sinusoidal and

acoustic pressure over time averages to zero. Thus we get e itn-n'rnat = 5nn, and Equation (IV.12)
becomes:

P2(R'O'O't'= ,=-**k=-**,'--®22 2 {_a'+P'oau]}{'_o_a't'a'_'+P'a'a'_']}e-il('-k"v_ (IV.13,

Let:

and:

Pnk = Ink# + PA,e,U
L_=o

P_' = ha,'_' + PAnk'_'

So that Equation (IV.13) becomes:

e2(R,O,¢,t) =

(IV.14)

(iv.15)

2 2 2 PnkP'nk'e-i((k-k')_¢ (IV.16)
n=-_k=-_k'=-_

This can also be expressed as a one sided series on n where:

p2(R'O'O't) = 2 2 2 n "n*-'-'e-il(k-k')VIO +rma-,,,_P-nkP*-nk 'e-i{(k-k')l/}¢
n=lk=-_k'=-_

(IV.17)
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P'-_' = P_-k' andwhere we have dropped the n = 0 term. In the second term note that:

P-nk = P_-k SO that:

p2(R,O,(_,t) = 2 Z _ _ pnkpnk,e -i((k-k')V}¢ (IV. 18)
n=lk= - oo k'= -oo

Equation (IV.18) shows that the root mean square acoustic field is spatially periodic in the

(circumferential) direction with the same number of lobes as vanes. Substituting back Equations

(I_.14) and (IV.15):

PZ(R,O,_,t)=2_=__ =__ ,_+PA,_ k,_,+p_,u.e -il(k-k')v_ (IV.19)
nffil k ** k'

For our purposes we want the mean square pressure directivity for each harmonic separately so that:

P](R,O,_,t) = 2kZ=-®k'2® + Pa,_ k',' + P_,_',' e-'l(k-k')_ (IV.20)

The square root:

v/P](R, O, 4, t) = _,_ + P_ "J_k,,,+ P'_k,,, e-'l(k-k')_ (Iv.el)

is the general equation for the root mean square pressure directivity at an arbitrary circumferential

angle. This equation is useful if the engine azimuthal angle is known relative to a known

circumferential origin. In general the circumferential origin and the azimuthal angle may be known,

but the effect of phase shifting in the noise measurement equipment is not known accurately. Thus,
it is desirable to average Equation (IV.20) circumferentially. In Equation (IV.20), when k # k', then

the pressure is sinusoidal and averages to zero circumferentiaUy. Therefore e-i(k-k')V# = 6_, SO

that:

p2(R ) PnP'_ Z * ", O, dp,t = = 2 t,a_u + PAn:_u I,#_u' + PAn_'
k

Since the summation over/_ is the complex conjugate of the summation over/_':

(IV.22)

(IV.23)

To get Equation (IV.9) take the square root of Equation (IV.23) and rearrange to get Equation (41)
in Section 3.4.2:

IPn(R,O) = ._ '/'2Plnku + ¢_PAnkU (IV.24)

¥ k=- ®t,,=o
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Thisgivesustherootmean square of the total harmonic pressure pattern averaged circumferentially.

P,,ns _2,Note that pressure as input to CUP3D is normalized by a reference pressure, Poo. Since _ Z -
to get far-field SPL Levels:

where/'re/= 20_tPa.

SPLnto,,,t = 20 l°g(Pk ®Pn(R,pr_f0))

Simplified versions of Equation (IV.24) are discussed in Section 3.4.2.

(IV.25)
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APPENDIX V: MODIFYING EVERSMAN INLET AND AFT
RADIATION CODES TO INCORPORATE THEM
INTO TFaNS

The Eversman Inlet and Aft Radiation Codes have been incorporated into TFaNS to calculate far-

field noise and provide internal reflections from inlets and nozzles. The purpose of this appendix is

to discuss the modifications to these codes and to derive the equations used in the modified codes.
Modifications to the radiation codes include:

• Capability to run multiple modes and harmonics with unit input.

• Dimensional input format based on standard geometry and performance param-
eters.

• An Acoustic Properties File output for use by CUP3D.

In the sections which follow, these modifications will be further discussed.

V.1 MULTIPLE MODE RUNNING & CHANGES TO THE INPUT FORMAT

The capability to run multiple modes and harmonics was added by creating a mode search routine.

This routine decides which mode and frequencies to run through a radiation module and then runs

the module with unit input for each (rn, g) mode.

As part of the creation of TFaNS versions of the inlet and aft radiation modules, the input file format
was changed to be more consistent with standard design parameters. Two parameters are now calcu-

lated instead of being input: The reduced frequency, ETAR (r/r) and the circumferential mode order,
m. The reduced frequency is defined by:

a_ra (V.1)r/r -- Coo

2_N1.
Since w = nB_ coo = _/yaRaT®, and 12 = 60 "

where:

N1
rd
P_
Ya

r/r =nB zcNlra (V..2)
360 _/$aRaToo

= fan rotational speed (rpm)

= fan duct radius (inches)
=1deal gas constant for air = 1716.5 fl2/sec2 OR

= ratio of specific heats = 1.4for air

In an adiabatic flow the total temperature and static temperature can be related to the axial Mach
number far from the nacelle as:

T°l - 1 + _--_Mx2oo
Too

(v.3)

Therefore substituting Equation (V.3) into Equation (V.2):

zcNlra .(1 _'a--] 2 )1/2
fir = nB 360 _ \ + _M_ oo

(V.4)
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A commondesignparameteris thecorrectedfanrotationalspeed,Nlc:

NI

Nlc - _
V 518.67

Substituting Equation (V.5) into Equation (V.4):

where:

(v.5)

rl_ = nBMa w (V.6)

Mt_pc = 360v/_8.67 ) 1 + (V.7)

Equations (V.6) and (V.7) are used by both the inlet and aft radiation codes. N1c , rd and B are input
by the user. Mx** is the Mach number far from the nacelle and is available from the radiation code

mesh generation output file.

Also calculated by the TFaNS radiation modules is thecircumferential mode order, m = nB -kV This
is accomplished by having the user input the number of stator vanes, Vinto the code. The mode search

routine then determines the modes it needs to calculate by varying k and p for a user specified number
of BPF harmonics, n.

7.2 MODIFYING RADIATION CODES TO OUTPUT ACOUSTIC
PROPERTIES FILES

To correctly output information to an Acoustic Properties File, two major items must be output from
the radiation codes:

• Scattering Coefficients

• Far-field directivities

A method for creating this output is discussed below.

V.2.1 Scattering Coefficients

Both the inlet and aft radiation codes are formulated from the same theory using the same basis for
a coordinate system and exponential notation (see Reference 3). The inlet and aft radiation codes

are formulated in terms of the perturbation velocity potential. Acoustic pressure can then be calcu-

lated from this velocity potential. For a single acoustic mode at the radiation code input plane, the

perturbation velocity potential, q_, is given by Equation 34, Reference 3:

_Pwnk_(X,r, d?, t) - _O_,,mu(r)ei(C°t-mO-lcxew_) (V.8)

where the notation has been made consistent with this report except for kx which is the axial wavenum-

ber in the Eversman radiation codes. Also, an equal sign has not been used here because in the actual

Eversman codes a perturbation velocity potential mode amplitude, q), is also included for each mode

but does appear in Equation 34, Reference 3. Thus, including the perturbation velocity potential
mode amplitude in the above equation:

• P

•-wn_"- (X,r, d?, t) = -e -P ,_,_,(o_t-m¢ -k;w._,,x]U/ Wnlqull3 Wmlt _r )e _ .xu j (V.9)
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Theperturbationpotentialrelatesto theacousticpressurethroughEquation16of Reference3:

,r,¢,t) = - + (v.10)

where P is the modal acoustic pressure in the Eversman radiation codes.P w,a_raa

Substituting Equation (V.9) into Equation (V.10) results in Equation 122 in Reference 3. A form of

this equation which includes the exponential is:

[p_vnlq_r,d(X,r,_,t) = - ip[o) 1 CO U/Wm_,Wnlo.,t,)e t j (V.11)

Non-dimensionalize this equation by rd and coo to get:

peracgrad(X,r,_b,t) = _ ipf_@_ rlr 1 i_.___ "]cpwnlq_vdWm#'r)e t

Note that the perturbation velocity potential mode amplitude, q), the local static density, pp the duct

radius, rd, and far-field acoustic speed, coo are dimensional so that e is dimensional. Compare

this expression to Equation (20) which is the expression for the acoustic pressure in CUP3D. For a

single mode Equation (20) is written as:

Pwnt_u(e x r,_),t), = po, Mwnkugjwma(r)e [1"1" i rnO+_,wo.,(x-x_)-nBat]_" (V.13)

Comparing Equation (V.12) to Equation (V.13) it is observed that:

• The axial origin of the Eversman Radiation codes may be different from that of CUP3D.

• One equation appears to be the complex conjugate of the other, i.e. W,a_Urad = PW,_"

Regarding the axial origin, in CUP3D the axial location of the origin is given explicitly as the interface

plane so that at the interface plane, xem x - x_ = 0. In the Eversman radiation codes, the axial origin

at the input plane is set to be at the interface plane, x_ so that x = xew = 0. As a result, the axial loca-
tions are forced to be the same for CUP3D and the radiation codes.

Now we check the complex conjugate observation by taking the complex conjugate of Equation (V.12):

[Wnklura d

^P -1" * ir
(V.14)

Note that the complex conjugate observation above is not true for cutoff modes. Instead, we must

compare Equation (V.13) with Equation (V.14). These two equations cannot be considered the equal
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to eachotherunlessYw,a_ = kxwnk_ . With some analysis (which will not be covered here), this

expression has been found to be true for both the Eversman inlet and aft radiation codes. In the case

of the inlet radiation code, a difference in the definition of positive x and Mf complicates this result
slightly, but does not impact on the equivalence of the two equations.

For consistency, make the expression in the exponential common between CUP3D and the radiation
codes. Also, _0 is a real number. Thus:

= " =,_ r/, 1 {qg_._(r)} --.,_--v'w--""e/.,e,[-_+.,÷_._,,l_._. J (V.15)

P .

By setting the amplitudes of Equation (V.13) equal those of Equation (V.15) and solving for A w,_.

Aw, a_ = i r], 1 cpP_(r) (V.16)

Thus this expression for APwra,_,is used to calculate the scattering coefficients for the radiation codes.

V.2.1.1 Inlet Radiation Code Scattering Coefficients

Referring to the scattering coefficients for the inlet radiation code in Section 1.3.2 of Appendix I, we

note that only the S_1° scattering coefficient is needed where D refers to the interface plane where the

noise source and the inlet meet (e.g. in Figure 7, D = 1).

Equation (22) shows how scattering coefficients may be calculated for the inlet radiation code. Thus,

knowing that radiation codes only scatter on #, and assuming a unit amplitude pressure wave input

(i.e. Al°au, = 1.0 + i0.0):

D D A On_ '

$21 nka'wS_u- ADnk a (V.17)

Substituting Equation (V.16) into Equation (V.17):

1 M} _, (P_,a_u'

DD =
S21 nk_' ;n/_ , (W. 18)

1 _'_ 9Dn_

Since this is a ratio, non-dimensional perturbation velocity potentials can be used in this equation.
Equation (V.18) is the expression used to calculate scattering coefficients in the inlet radiation code.
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V.2.1.2 Aft Radiation Code Scattering Coefficients

Referring to the scattering coefficients for the aft radiation code in Section 1.3.5 of Appendix I, note

that only the $12UU scattering coefficient is needed where U refers to the interface plane where the noise

source and the nozzle meet (e.g. in Figure 7, U = 3).

Equation (25) shows how scattering coefficients may be calculated for the aft radiation code. Thus,

knowing that radiation codes only scatter on/z, and assuming a unit amplitude pressure wave input

(i.e. A2Un_ = 1.0 + i0.0):

A U
su U _ 1nk_'

12 nka"_u A Unk_,
(V.19)

Substituting Equation (V.16) into Equation (V.19):

V.2.2

[ A t{}
SUU = (V.20)12n/_u'va_u ,

Radiation Pressure Directivities

To correctly output far-field directivities from the Eversman codes, examine Equation 83 in Refer-

ence 3. Putting this equation into the notation of this report:

_ enk_ (X, r, _ , t ) = _Wn_ (x, r )e i(C°t- rnCD (V.21)

We can convert the coordinate system from cylindrical to spherical coordinates and change notation
so that:

The acoustic pressure for a given mode can be written in the same form:

(V.22)

e nkurad(R, O,dp, t) = p nk_rad(R, O)e i{°_t- _ ) (V.23)

When comparing this equation to Equation (IV.l) in Appendix IV we observe that:

p,_(R,O) = _p,k_,_d(R,O)} (V.24)

For a given wave type, Equations (IV.4) or (IV.5) give the directivity calculation. In the Eversman radi-

ation codes where there is only one upstream going pressure wave and one downstream going pressure
wave:

P
pnku(R, O) = A wnk Dnk_(R, O) (v.25)
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Sothatin theradiationcodes:

or:

P
p nioZrad(R ,O) = A w,aqaradDn_ rad(R , O)

A e
P nk_ (R, O) = [ Wnl_rad] [D nk_rad(R , O) ]

When the radiation codes are run, the input value is A ew"_rad = 1.0 + iO.O.

(V.26)

(V.27)

Thus for this case:

(V.28)

e is calculated by CUP3D after coupling, the radiation codes only need to output the direc-Since A W,,ku

tivity shapes based on the above unit input. Therefore:

DIRECTIN(n,k, lz,IANGLE ) = lDnkur, ul(R, O) }

f "l

(V.29)

where DIRECTIN may be found in Appendix I as an Acoustics Properties File parameter for inlet
and aft radiation codes.
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